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1. Introduction
Conformally invariant two dimensional field theories (CFT) have become the subject
of intense investigation in recent years. In this article I shall try to give a general
introduction' to conformal field theory with special emphasis on a particular class of
conformal field theories, known as rational conformal field theories (RCFT). I shall
begin by discussing the reasons for the recent upsurge of interest in these theories,
and then discuss the various properties of these theories in some detail.
One of the two main applications of two dimensional conformal field theories is
that they describe the critical behavior of many known two dimensional statistical
mechanical models. In order to understand this connection we must first understand
the meaning of conformal invariance. In any dimension, conformal invariance refers
to a group of coordinate transformations which leave the angle between any two
intersecting lines fixed. Obviously the Poincare group, consisting of translations and
rotations have this property, and hence they form part of the conformal group.
Another transformation which has this property is the scale transformation. In general
the conformal group has other elements also which we shall discuss later, but for the
purpose of understanding the connection to the critical behavior of statistical models,
the above properties are enough.
In order to understand the behavior of a statistical model at the critical point, let
us consider a simple system, the Ising model, which consists of a lattice with classical
spin placed at each site, which can point in either the up or the down direction. At
very high temperature, the system is completely disordered in the absence of a magnetic
field. This may be expressed by saying that the conditional probability that the spin
at site i is up given that the spin at the site j is up reduces to the unconditional
probability (1/2) as the distance between the sites increases. In fact this approach
takes place in an exponential manner, if the distance between the sites is labelled by
!, then the above conditional probability is of the form 1/2 + (9 exp ( - Ill), where
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is a length parameter known as the correlation length. (Mathematically this is
measured by the expectation value of the product of the spins at the sites i and j,
known as the correlation function. It is the correlation function that decays
exponentially with distance.) On the other hand at very low temperature this
conditional probability approaches a value larger than 1/2 as l---, ~ , which is reflected
in the fact that the two spin correlation function approaches a finite non-zero value
as I--, ~ . In particular, at zero temperature the conditional probability approaches
the value 1, if the spin at the site i is up, then the spin at the site j is also up, however
large is the distance between the two sites. These two different phases of the system
are separated by a special point on the temperature axis, known as the critical
temperature Tc. It is clear that in order that these two behaviors match at To, the
correlation length must become infinite as we approach Tc from T > T¢, and the
asymptotic value of the correlation function must approach zero as we approach Tc
from T < To. In fact, one finds that at T = Tc the correlation function falls off with
distance according to power law rather than exponentially.
Now for T > T¢, ~ sets the length scale of the problem, and the behavior of the
system is quite different at length scales smaller than ~ and larger than ~. Thus the
system is not scale invariant. On the other hand, since at T = T~, ~ becomes infinite,
there is no length parameter which sets the scale, and the system looks the same at
all scales provided we consider distances large compared to the lattice spacing. The
limit where we look at distances large compared to the lattice spacing is known as
the continuum limit, and in this limit the system is described by a scale invariant two
dimensional field theory. Furthermore, in two dimensions scale invariant theories are
often also conformally invariant, and hence, for a wide class of statistical models, the
behavior of the system at the critical point is described by conformally invariant two
dimensional field theories.
Statistical models at phase transition are often characterised by what is known as
critical exponents. They describe the behavior of various quantities which become
singular at the critical point. For example, if we consider the lsing model at zero
magnetic field and below the critical temperature, then the spontaneous magnetisation
M goes to zero as T ~ T~ according to the relation M ,-~ ( T ~ - T) ~, where ~ is some
fixed number and gives one of the critical exponents. Similarly one can define many
other critical exponents. Conformal field theory provides us with a simple and powerful
means of calculating the critical exponents as well as all the correlation functions of
the theory at the critical point.
Another reason conformal field theories have become interesting in recent
years, is because of their application to string theory. Originally string theory was
formulated in fiat twentysix dimensional space-time for bosonic string theory, and
flat ten dimensional space-time for fermionic string theory. This formulation was
based on a two dimensional field theory of twentysix free scalar fields (or ten free
scalar fields and ten majorana spin 1/2 fields). It has now been realised that one can
also formulate string theory by replacing the free field theory by a two dimensional
¢onformally invariant field theory with central charge 26 (or a two dimensional
supersymmetric conformal field theory with central charge 15). If we take this
conformal field theory to be a direct sum of a free field theory of d scalar fields and
a conformal field theory of central charge 26 - d, it may be interpreted as a string
theory in d dimensions with the extra dimensions compactified. Thus two dimensional
conformal field theories provide a way of constructing string theories in less than
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twentysix dimensions. Furthermore, one can show that string theories based on two
dimensional conformal field theories other than free field theories correspond to
non-trivial classical solutions of the string theory formulated in fiat twentysix
dimensional background. Thus one expects that the study of conformal field theories
will provide new insight into solutions of the string equations of motion, and hence
the dynamics of string theory. One can also show that tree level string amplitudes
may be expressed in terms of various correlation functions in the corresponding
conformal field theory on the plane, whereas string loop amplitudes may be expressed
in terms of correlation functions in this conformal field theory on higher genus
Riemann surfaces.
With this brief introduction to the motivation for the study of conformal field
theories, we shall now discuss various properties of CFT's, both on the plane, as well
as on higher genus Riemann surfaces.

2. Review of conformal field theory on the plane

2.1 Representations of the Virasoro algebra
In the heart of the study of all conformal field theories in two dimensions is the
infinite dimensional conformal algebra, or the Virasoro algebra, generated by the set
of generators L,,, Lm(- go < m < + c~), which generate transformations of the form
z ~ z + e m z "+I, and ~--*~+g,.z"'+l respectively, where z, :~ denote the complex
coordinates of the two dimensional surface (Belavin et al 1984)*. The algebra is of the
form:
c

3

c

3

I-Lm, L.] = (m -- n) Lm+. + ]~(m - m) g,. +.,o
EL.,, L.] = (m -- n) Lr~+. + ~ ( m

-- m)6m+..o

(2.1)

ELm, L.] = 0
where c is a c-number known as the central charge of the Virasoro algebra. Since
any two dimensional conformal field theory, by definition, has the conformal algebra
as a (sub-)algebra of the full symmetry algebra, the first attempt towards systematic
study of conformally invariant theories in two dimensions was made by classifying
all possible representations of the Virasoro algebra. In this paper I shall restrict my
attention to a special class of representations of the conformal algebra, namely the
unitary representations. This means that we demand all the states in the representation
to have positive norm. Although some critical phenomena may be described by
conformal field theories with non-unitary representations, only unitary representations
are allowed in conformal field theories which provide classical ground states of the
string theory. Also, since the algebra generated by L. and Lm commute with each

* In the analysis of conformal field theory it turns out to be more convenient to treat z and ~ to be
independent variables for most part of the analysis, and only near the end set them to be complex conjugates
of each other. This will become clear during the later part of the paper.
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other, we shall concentrate on classification of the representations of only one of the
algebras (generated by Ln's, say); possible representations of the algebra generated
by Ln will be identical. The states of the system will form representations of both the
algebras.
The study of representations of the Virasoro algebra starts in the same way as the
study of representations of an ordinary Lie algebra, say an SU(2) algebra. We first
define the raising and lowering operators, and define a 'highest weight' state which
is annihilated by all the lowering operators. In the case of SU(2), the raising and
lowering operators correspond to J÷ and J - respectively, and the highest weight
state is defined to be the state which is annihilated by J - . (It would be more natural
to call it the lowest weight state, but we shall stick to the usual convention followed
in the case of Virasoro algebra). Starting from the highest weight state, all the states
in a given representation may be obtained by successive application of the raising
operator J ÷. In constructing the representations of the Virasoro algebra, the role of
the raising operators is played by the generators L _ , for m > 0, the role of the lowering
operators is played by the generators Lm for m > 0, and the role of J3 is played by
Lo. The highest weight state Ih> is an eigenstate of Lo with eigenvalue h, and is
annihililated by all the lowering operators:
Lmlh ) = 0 V m > 0
Lolh) =hlh>.

(2.2)

The other states in the representation are obtained by successive application of the
raising operators on the highest weight state. Using the commutation relation of the
Ln's we can arrange that L_, is always to the left of L-m if n > m, in this case a
general state in the representation is given by (L_,,)"(L_n2) "2...(L_.k)'klh~, where
n t > n2... > n k. In normal convention, the highest weight state in a representation is
known as the primary state, and the other states are known as the secondary states.
A general secondary state is not annihilated by all the lowering operators.
Once we have constructed all the states in the representation from the primary
state, we can go ahead and calculate the norms of the states, assuming that the
primary state has norm unity. In this computation we use the fact that Ltm = L_m.
Thus for example the state L - l i b > has norm (hlL~ L _ ~ l h ) = 2 h , where we have
used the commutation relations (2.1), and used the properties of the primary field
given in eq. (2.2). In this way we can compute the norm of any secondary state. More
generally, if there are more than one secondary states at a given level (i.e. with the
same L o eigenvalue), there will be non-vanishing inner products between these
secondaries, and one can compute the inner product matrix. The eigenvectors and
the eigenvalues of this matrix will give us the orthogonal states and their norms.
One can now ask the question as to if the norms of all the secondary states obtained
this way are always positive. If there are states with negative norms, then the
representation is non-unitary. This question was analyzed in detail by Friedan et al
(1984, 1985), who found that for c > 1 and h > 0, all the representations of the Virasoro
algebra are unitary, whereas for c < 1, there are only a discrete set of values of c and
h which give unitary representations. There is an analogy here with the corresponding
SU(2) case, if we take a state with angular momentum j and Ja eigenvalue m, and
apply J ÷ sufficient number of times, then, in general, we shall get states with negative
norm unless j is a positive integer or half integer, and j - m is a positive integer. The
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values of c and h which give unitary representations of the Virasoro algebra for c < 1
are given by (Friedan et al 1984, 1985),
c=l

hp.~ =

6
m(m + 1)
(pm - q(m + 1))2 - 1
4m(m + 1)

l <~p <~m,

l <~q <~m - 1 ,

(2.3)
p + q = even

where m is a positive integer >I 3. Note that for p -- q = 1, hp,~= 0. We shall call this
state the vacuum state [0). This state satisfies Ln[0) = 0 for n I> - 1, as can be seen
easily by noting that L_ ~10) is a null state. Every conformal field theory has such a
primary state.
Precisely in these theories one encounters states in the representation which have
zero norm. One can have a consistent representation of the Virasoro algebra by
setting these states to be zero. This again has an analogy in the representation of the
SU(2) algebra. Starting from a highest weight state [j, - j ) with angular momentum
j and J3 eigenvalue - j , one can show that (j+)2j+ ~[j, _ j ) is a state with zero norm,
and a consistent representation of the SU(2) algebra is obtained by setting this state
to zero. In conformal field theory these states are known as null states or null vectors.
Since they will play an important role in our future discussion, I shall give an example
of a null vector. Consider the theory with c = 1/2, which corresponds to m = 3 in
(2.3). In this case we have a primary state of weight h = 1/2. One can easily show that
the state (L_ 2 - (3/4) L z_ ~)[ 1/2) has vanishing norm, and is orthogonal to any other
secondary state at this level, hence it must be a null state.
So far we have been talking about the representations of the algebra generated by
the Ln's. But we must remember that we also have the algebra generated by the Ln's
and the states of the theory must form representation of both these algebras. Thus,
for example, a primary state of the theory will be labelled as Ih, fi'), where h and K
are the Lo and Lo eigenvalues of the state. A general secondary state will be obtained
from the primary states by the action of the raising operators belonging to both the
algebras. Both h and fi will be restricted by unitarity requirement to be of the form
given in eq (2.3), if we are working with one of the c < 1 theories. The next question
we want to ask is which of the pairs (h, h) can appear in a consistent conformal field
theory. It turns out that the simplest way to find an answer to this question is to
invoke the concept of modular invariance (Cardy 1986a). We shall postpone this
discussion to §2.5, but for the time being it would be enogh to know that the number
Nh$ of primary states with conformal weight (h,h) are all finite integers. Thus the
c < 1 theories contain a finite number of primary fields of the Virasoro algebra.
2.2 Operator product expansion and three point correlation functions

So far we have talked about the spectrum of the theory, now we shall talk about the
interaction and the correlation functions. Let z, ~ denote complex coordinates in the
two dimensional plane. One of the fundamental postulates in conformal field theory
is that given any state (primary or secondary)IOi> in a conformal field theory, one
can associate a local field operator O~(z,z-) to it such that J~t> = O~(0)10>, where [0>
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is the vacuum state of the theory. In particular, the vacuum state is associated with
the identity operator I. The definition of locality of the fields O(z,z-) in this case is
that any two fields O/(z, z-) and Oj(z', ~') must commute at equal 'time' (which, as will
be explained later, means equal values of Izl and Iz'l), unless the point z and z' coincides.
A more precise definition of locality will be given after we define correlators of fields.
The fields associated with the primary (secondary) states of the theory are known
as primary (secondary) fields. From now on, we shall denote a primary field by q~,
and a secondary field generated from it by O,:i¢, where i, Fare the indices referring to
holomorphic and the antiholomorphic part of the algebra. If the state IO) has an
Lo(Lo) eigenvalue h (h') we say that the corresponding field • has conformal weight
(h, h).
We define radial ordered product of the local operators O~(z, z-) in such a way that
the operator with highest Izl value is to the extreme left, and the successive operators
in the product have decreasing Izl values. A correlation function (O~ (zt)"" ON(Zs))
is defined to be the expectation value of the radial ordered product of operators,

<Ol (zl)..-O~(z~) > = <ol R(o, (z,)... ON(ZN))IO>

(2.4)

where R denotes radial ordering. From now on all products of operators will
automatically imply radial ordered product.
Normally one defines correlation functions in a quantum field theory in terms of
expectation values of time ordered product of operators. This fact may be reconciled
with eq. (2.4) if we define coordinates t, a such that z = exp [2n(t - ia)], and interpret
t and a as time and space coordinates respectively. Then the radial ordering in z is
equivalent to time ordering. From this identification we can also see that the space
coordinate a defines a circle, since (a, t) and (a + 1, t) correspond to the same points
in the z plane. In this language, the Hamiltonian, or the generator of t translation,
is given up to a normalization by Lo + Lo, since this generates scale transformation
of z, ~. On the other hand, the generator of a translation is given by L o - L,o.
With the above definition of correlators we can give a more concrete definition of
a local field in a conformal field theory. If we consider two points zl and z2 in the
correlator to be such that zl - z 2 , then for Iz~l > Iz21, the correlator will contain the
product ~l(zl,gl)~2(z2,£2), whereas for Iz21 > Iz~l the correlator will contain the
product O2(z2,g2)Ol(Z~,~1). Thus unless O~(z1,~) and O2(z2,~2) commute for
Iz~l = Iz2 I, the correlator will have a singularity at Iztl= Iz21 even if z~ ~=z2. Locality
guarantees that this never happens. Thus the condition for a field being local may
be stated as saying that any correlation function involving a set of local fields is a
single valued real analytic function of its arguments (zi,£i), and is free from any
singularity unless two of the arguments coincide.
Since t. o and L±, annihilate the vacuum state, the correlation functions must
transform covariantly under the transformation generated by these generators.
Infinitesimally these trnasformations correspond to z ~ z + e _ ~ + e o Z + e t z 2, the
corresponding finite transformation is z~(az+b)/(cz+d), known as the SL(2,C)
transformation. The exact transformation property of the correlator under these
transformations depends on the SL(2, C) transformation properties of the fields Oi(z, z-),
to which we shall come back later.
Among the local fields O(z, z-), there are special holomorphic and anti-holomorphic
fields T(z) and T(z-), known as stress tensor, associated with the states L-210) and
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/ ' - 210> respectively. They are given by T(z) = Z~= _ ~ L . z - ~ - 2 7"(z-)= Y.~%_ oor,.£-" - 2.
In order to test whether T(z)(T(z-)) defined in this way is actually a local field, let us
note that

<0

,0>
c

= E ~ Z-"-2w-m-2~2(na--n)6.+m,o=2(z .>~2m~-2

1

w)4

(2.5)

and

= Z

E

-

.>-2 m~< - 2

"

-

n" 6

c

1

(2.6)

--W) 4

where we have used the fact that L,10> = 0 for n >1 - 1. This shows that < T(z) T(w)>
is an analytic function with singularity only at z = w, in particular it has no singularity
at Izl = Iwl away from z = w. Similar results may be proved for higher point correlators
of T(z). This shows that T(z) is at least local with respect to itself. Later we shall see
that T(z) is also local with respect to other fields O(z, z-).
Under a conformal transformation z--+ z + ~(z) - z + Z,.~.z "+ ~,

T(z)-+ T(z) + ~[e. L., T(z)] = ~¢.{(n - m) Lm+.Z -'-2
m

+ l-~(n 3 - n)~,._,,,z - ' - 2 = T(z) + e(z) T'(z) + 2g(z) T(z)
C

##t

+ 7-~e (z) =

C

(1 q- 2g(z)) T(z + 8(z))+ 7 ~

1##

(2.7)

(z)

IZ

IZ

since L,'s are the generators of conformal transformation. This becomes, under a
finite transformation, z --+f (z),
<

r ( z ) ~ ( f ' ( z ) ) 2 T ( f ( z ) ) + 12~, f ' ( z )

2~,f'(z) ,]

"

(2.8)

Another fundamental postulate in conformal field theory is that given any two
fields 4)i(z~,~l) and ~i)j(Z2, Z2), we can express their operator product as,

Oi(Zl, Zl )Oj(Z2, Z2) = ~ Kijk(Zl, Z2, Z*, Z2)Ok(Z2, Z2)"
k

(2.9)

This relation is valid inside any correlator, irrespective of what the other fields in the
correlator are. Due to translational invariance of the theory, the coefficient functions
Kok depends only on the difference (z, - z2) and (~, - z2). Also, demanding that the
two sides of the above equation transform in the same way under scaling of z, L we
get Kok oc(zt --Z2)h'-h'-h'(~ --~2) &-~J-~. Thus we may write eq. (2.9) as,
O i ( Z [ , ZI)I~Jj(Z2,

Z2) = E
k

C i j k ( Z l - - z2)hl'-h'-h'l(7"I - - ff'2)hi-h'-hll~Jk (z2"

if'2) (2.10)
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where C ~ are constants. The sum over k runs over all the fields in the theory. As we
shall see later, it is more convenient to express the sum in two steps, first we sum
over all secondary fields ~;~,~ generated from a single primary field ~ , and then sum
over all ~,. We also label the fields O~ and O~ as ~ , r and ~ . ~ to denote that they are
generated from primary fields qb. and ~b~ respectively. Then we may express (2.10) as,
Oa;i.~Z|, Z! )¢~;j,](Z2, Z2)

= ~., ~ C~j,~;j.?,y;k.~(z, -- Zz)~"k-h~'-hPJ(~', -- Z2)~-h-~r-g~JOv;k,t:(Z2,Z2). (2.11)
~, k,l"

Now, given a state [0>, we can construct a state L~IO>. There must be a field
associated with this state, we denote this by .YkO(z). These fields may be identified
as the operators appearing in the product of T(z') with O(z):

T(z')O(z)= ~
Nm

(z'- z)-"- 2.~.t~(z).

(2.12)

-- o O

The easiest way to see this is to set z = 0, and apply both sides on the vacuum state,
in that case both sides give ~
_ ®(z')-"-2L.l~>. Since for primary fields 4,, L.10> = 0
for n t> 0, the corresponding field . ~ . ~ must also vanish (i.e. all correlators involving
this field must vanish). Also, since LoIO > = hi O>, we get .~oeP(z, z-) = hO(z, z-). Finally,
since L_, is the generator of translation, we would expect the state L _ , [O> to be
given by 0~(0)[0>. This gives . ~ _ t O ( z ) = c3,O(z). Thus,

T(z')dp(z, z-) =

(Z'

h zj~q,(z, z') +

z,~,4J(z,~)

+ ~ (Z'--Z)k-~-~-,~(Z, 7.).

(2.13)

k ffi 2

At this point, we should note the difference between [L.,O'I and .Y.O. Expressing
L. as ~0 z"+ * T(z), where ~0 denotes integration around 0, we may express [L., O(z, z')]
as*,

[L,, q,(z, z-)]
= ~,~,>,,,dz'(z')'+'R(T(z')*(z,z-))-

~z.,<dz'(z')'+'R(T(z')O(z,z-))

(2.14)

= ~, dz,(z,).+ l R( T(z')O(z, z-))
where ~z denotes contour integral around the point z. On the other hand, from (2.12)
we see that,

.~.O(z, z-')= ~z dz'(z' - z) "+ , T(z')~(z, z-)
where radial ordering is understood in the operator product T(z')O(z, z-).
* A factor of l/(2ni) has been absorbed in the definition of ~.

(2.15)
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From the expression for T(z) in terms of the L.'s, and the fact that the vacuum
state is annihilated by the L,'s for n ~ - 1, we see that T(0)I0> = L-210>. Since
L_ 210> = 0 for n > 2, we get .Y, T(z) = 0 f o r , > 2. We also get L2 L_ 210> = (c/2){0>,
LI L-2J0> = 0, and L0 L-210> = 2L_210>, showing that -Y2 T(z) = (c/2)I, -~1 T(z) = O,
and Aeo T(z)= 2T(z). Finally, .Y_, T(z) corresponds to the field OT(z). This gives,
from (2.12),
c

2T(z)

T(z') T(z) = 2(z' - z)'* + ( ? - - ~2

4- 0z T(z) + non-singular terms.

z' - z

(2.16)

Due to the presence of the term proportional to c in (2.16), T(z) is not a primary field.
~ . e . L . generates the infinitesimal conformal transformation 6z = ~ . 8 . z ~ + *. From

(2.14) and (2.13) we see that for a primary field ~,

q
L.,4,(z, z-)| =

8.((n

+ l)hz" + z +' O,)4(z, = (he'(z)+

z-)

_J

(2.17)
where ' denotes derivative with respect to z. Thus under a conformal transformation

z.-,,z+e(z), a primary field O(z) transforms to c~(z)+(8(z)+he'(z))c~(z). (We have
suppressed the antiholomorphic parts in the argument of 4,). For a finite transformation
z - , f (z) this implies that O(z) transforms to (f'(z))ho(f(z)).
Transformation properties of T under a conformal transformation was given in
(2.8). Same transformation laws may be derived by computing [ Z . ~ . L., T(z)] from
the operator product expansion (2.16). Under the restricted set of conformal
transformations generated by the SL(2, C) transformations, the inhomogeneous terms
in the transformation laws of T(z) disappears.
Using infinitesimal SL(2, C) invariance,

<O[[L.,d?,(z,,~l)...dpn(zN,~N)]lO ) =0,

for n--0, :h 1

(2.18)

and (2.17), one can show that a correlation function involving N primary fields must
satisfy the following constraints:

N
a,,<q,,(z~,~)... 4,,,(z,,, ~,d> = 0

l=l
N
~", (ZI~zt "~- hi) < 4)1 (z1, Zl )"" 4)N(ZN, ZN)> = 0
l=l
N

(2.19)

(z~O~i+ 2hizj)< C~,(Zt,£,)...dpN(ZN,~N)> = O.
i=I

In particular, this completely fixes the z, ~ dependence of the correlation function of
two or three primary fields to he of the form:
< ~,,(z,, e~)4,#(z2, e2)> = ~,,#(z, - z2)-~h'(~x - ,%)-~"

x ( z 3 - zl )h#-h~-h~ X anti-holomorphic part.

(2.20)
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From (2.19) one can see that if one of the arguments of the correlator (say z,) goes
to oo, then the correlator must fall off as z~2h' in this limit. Since T also behaves
like a primary field of dimension 2 under SL(2, C) transformation, we can conclude
that a correlator involving T(z) must fall off as z -4 as z ~ ~ . This, together with the
operator product relations (2.13) allows us to express the correlation functions
involving stress tensors and primary fields in terms of correlation functions involving
the primary fields only, assuming that a correlator can have singularities only when
the arguments in the two fields approach each other. For example, we get,

< T(z)dP1(Zl)'"dP~'(zN)> =

(z Zz/)2 t- z - z/0*' <4'*(Z*)'"~bN(ZN)>"
(2.21)

We can similarly analyze correlation functions involving more than one insertions
of the stress tensor. Since any secondary field may be constructed from the primary
field by successive operation of .~_,'s, the correlation functions of any secondary
fields may be expressed in terms of a correlator which involves the corresponding
primary fields, and arbitrary insertions of T(z~)'s, and then performing appropriate
contour integrals over the arguments z~of T(z~). But as we have just seen, the correlator
involving the T(z')'s and the product of a set of primary fields may be completely
expressed in terms of the correlator involving the primary fields. This shows that the
correlation function involving any number of secondary fields is completely determined
in terms of the correlation function of the corresponding primary fields. In particular,
this implies that the three point function involving secondaries over the fields 4',, ~bp
and ~b~ is given by the constant C,p~ introduced in (2.20), times a universal function
which may be computed completely from the algebra without any knowledge of the
dynamics of the theory:

< O~j.,4z~,~x )®~:~.,4z2,~2 )el,.~~(z3,~3 )>
= C,p,f(a, r, ~,, i,j, k, z,, z2, Za)f(a, r, ~,,[,f, k, ~,, z2, ~3).

(2.22)

This relation is analogous to the Wigner-Eckart theorem in SU(2) group theory which
allows us to represent the three point correlation function of three fields belonging
to different representations of SU(2) as a universal group theory factor times a reduced
matrix element which does not depend on which particular state in the given
representation we have chosen. Note the factorization of the holomorphic and the
antiholomorphic part in (2.22), which follows from the factorization of the left and
the right algebra.
Using the relation between the primary and the secondary field correlators, one
can show that the coefficients C~;,,~p;y,r:k,~appearing in the operator product expansion
(2.11) are some universal functions times C~pr, the coefficient that appears in the three
point function of the primary fields ~b., ~bp and ~ . One simply used the operator
product relation in a general three point function < O.;i,rOp;j,;ePy:k,~~ and expresses both
sides of the equation in terms of the corresponding primary field correlator. The left
hand side of the equation is expressed in terms of the C.p~, whereas the right hand
side of the equation contains the operator product coefficients. Comparing two sides
of the equation we may express a general operator product coefficient as,
C~;,.~pj~,:k.~= C~pr~(ct, r, ~, i,j, k)~(ct, r, ~, T,f, k).

(2.23)
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The universal functions ~f, ~ depend on the algebra, and the specific representations
of the algebra that we are dealing with, but are insensitive to which theory we are
studying.
2.3 Restrictions on C~p~
The infinite dimensional algebra also provides us with a selection rule as to which
of the coefficients C~p~ may be non-zero. This is again analogous to SU(2) group
theory, which, for example, tells us that a representation of spin jl and a representation
of spin j2 can combine into a representation ofspinj3 if and only if Ijl -J2[ ~<J3 ~<(Jl +J2).
We shall illustrate this through a simple example. We study the m = 3, c = 1/2 theory
in the list given in (2.3). This represents the Ising model and has primary states of
conformal dimension 0, 1/16 and 1/2 respectively. (We have listed only the dimensions
under L o.) We shall denote the corresponding primary fields by I, ~ and e respectively.
Consider the three point function of three primary fields, one of which is e. The general
expression for a three point primary field correlator has been given in (2.20). Now
let us note that during the analysis of the representations of the Virasoro algebra,
we found (L_2-(3/4)L21)[e> to be a null state. Thus the corresponding field
( ~ - 2 -(3/4).L,q21)~ must decouple from any correlator. Using the method discussed
above, one can show that,

<,.~- 2(~I(ZI )(~2(Z2)(~3(Z3) >

= ~ , d~ni(z- zl)-l< T(z)dpl(z I )~)2(z2)(~3(z3)>
dz--"'\,
"4"

--

1
Z -- Z 1

(Z - - Z I ) 2 "[ (Z ~ Z 2 ) 2 "~ (Z ~--Z3) 2
¢~zt "f"

1
Z -- Z 2

~z2 "4-

1
Z -- Z 3

(2.24)

\
Oz3) < (~1 (Z1)(~2(Z2)~3(Z3)>

(Z 1 ----~2)2 [- (Z 1 --'~3)2 "~-Z1 --Z2 Oz2 "F Zl --Z3 Oz3 <~)I(ZI)~2(Z2)(~3(Z3)>

and similarly,
< . ~ 21 ¢~1 (ZI)(~2(Z2 )~3(Z3) > = ¢~2 < (~1 (ZI)~2 (Z2)~/~3 (Z3)>

(2.25)

Thus, using (2.20)-(2.25), we get,
3

=

2 1) ~ l(Zl )q~2(Z2)¢~3(Z3)>

(Z1-- Z2) 2 ~" (Z1 -- Z3) 2 ~- zt - z2 0"3+ Zl - z3 0 , 3 - ]0,,

(2.26)

× { ( z , - z 2 ) h 3 - h ' - h 2 ( z 2 - z3) h' - 2- 3(z3 - z , )

x antiholomorphic terms.
Let us now take 41 to be ~. Then the expression given in (2.26) must vanish, since
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( - Y - 2 - (3/4) -Ye- 1)e is a null vector and hence must decouple from all correlation
functions. Taking z2 --*0 and za ~ o~ in this equation we get,
C ~ 2 3 ( h 2 + ( h 2 -4- h e -

ha) -

~(h 3 -

h~ -

h2)(h 3 -

he-

h2 -

1)) =

0.

(2.27)

Now, h, = 1/2. lfwe take ez and ¢a to be a, then h 2 - - h a = 1/16. Substituting in (2.27)
we see that the right hand side of (fl.27) vanishes identically, hence we do not get any
constraint on C~,,,,. On the other hand, if we take ~b2 = ~ba = e, we have h 2 = h a = 1/2.
In this case (2.27) takes the form Cede= 0. Similarly one can show that C~, = 0. In
this way we get appropriate selection rules which tells us which of the three point
functions involving the primary fields can be non-zero. Note that the basic mechanism
for obtaining these selection rules is exactly the same as that for SU(2) representations,
where we demanded that alI states with quantum numbers of the form (j, m) with
Iml > j must decouple from a correlation function. These states are precisely the null
vectors of highest weight representations of SU(2).
The selection rules of the type described above are neatly summarized into a set
of integers known as fusion rules of the conformal field theory. Given three primary
fields ¢~, ~ and ¢~, we define the integers f ~ such that f , ~ = 0 if C ~ = 0, and
f ~ = 1 if C , ~ # 0. Later we shall see examples of theories where the fusion rule
coefficients can be integers larger than one.
2.4 Higher point correlation functions
Next we discuss the structure of a general N point function of the form (O~,;~,.r,''"O,,;~,,r~>.
This correlator may be analyzed using the operator product expansion, and the
relations (2.23). Thus, for example, for N = 4, we may express the product ~;~.,~zl, 5~)
• a~flz2,52) in terms of linear combinations of ~ , ~ using eqs. (2.11), (2.23), and
evaluate the resulting three point correlator using eq. (2.22),
< O,~,,r(z1,5, )¢B;J,;(z2, i2 )cl'r;k,~(za, ~a )'l'~;,,r(z4, 5, ) >

= ~ Y. c.pe~(~,P,~,i,j,m)~(~',~, ~,[f,

a,)(z, - z~)~e . ' - ~.,'- hp,'

m,r~

× (51 -x

7.2)h~'a'-g~r-gM'Cyaef(e,~, 6, m, k, 1,z2, Za, z4)

f(~, r, 6, m, k. t. e2, ca, 5,)

- ~f~pJr6,F,(ot, B,~',&i,j,k,l,z,,z2,za,z4)
g

× re(~, #, r, a, r,T, k-,r, e,, e2,ea, e.)

(2.28)

where,

Fe(ot, fl, r,f,i,j,k,l, zl,z~,za,z4)= ~

C~p~Cy~Cg(a, fl, e,i,j,m)

IN

× (zl - z2)hr'-h~'-h~'Jf(e, r, fi, m, k, l, z2, za, z4)

x (zl - ~2)*~"-h'i-h'if(~, ~', & ~, E, F,g2, ~3, ~4).

(2.29)

Thus we see that the correlation function may be expressed as a sum of terms, each
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of which is the product of a holomorphic and an anti-holomorphic function of the
z~'s. The presence of the factors f~a~ and f~** reminds us that only those primary fields
~b, contribute to the sum for which the coefficients C~p, and C~6~are not identically
zero. Thus the total number of terms in the sum is ~ , f~a~fy6,. The functions F were
called conformal blocks for the minimal c ~< 1 theories.
Now it is clear that we could have chosen to use the operator product expansion
in a different way, namely first compute ¢ b ~ z t , Zz)O~;k,~(Za, Z3) in terms of O~m,musing
eqs. (2.11), (2.23), and evaluate the resulting three point correlator using eq. (2.22).
This would give an expression of the form:

= ~f~,~,,fp,~, jV(~,/L ~', 3, i,j, k, 1,zt, z2, z3, z,)
×

(2.30)

r,f, k-, r,

In order that the two expressions (2.28) and (2.30) are identical, the number of terms
in these two expressions must be identical (Moore and Seiberg 1988, 1989). Thus,

Ef,

f... =

(2.31)

Secondly, the functions F, must be linear combinations of the functions P,:

such that

F, = Y' U~P~,
e

(2.32)

~ f ~B,f~6~U,,, 0~,, = f ~,. f ps,.~5,.,...

(2.33)

Similar relations may be obtained by calculating the correlator in yet another way,
namely, taking the O~;~,~zl,;71)O6:~.r(z,, ;~4) operator product expansion first, and then
computing the resulting three point function. The linear relations between the various
conformal blocks obtained this way are known as the braiding and the fusing matrices,
and play a crucial role in understanding some of the basic structures of rational
conformal field theory (Moore and Seiberg 1988, 1989).
The analysis may easily be extended to multipoint correlation functions, and in
each case, the final result may be expressed as a sum of a finite number of terms,
each of which is the product of a holomorphic and an anti-hoiomorphic function. In
the rest of the paper, we shall follow a diagrammatic way to represent the conformal
blocks in terms of tree level diagrams of a q,3 field theory of a definite topology. For
example the conformal blocks F~ appearing in (2.28) will be represented as in
figure 1(a), whereas the conformal blocks P appearing in (2.30) will be expressed as
in figure 1(b). A third way of representing the conformal blocks is shown in figure 1(c).
We should remember that a given correlation function may be constructed from
either the conformal blocks given in figure 1(a), or those given in figure l(b), or the
ones given in figure 1(c). Similarly a typical representation of the conformal blocks
for the five point function has been given in figure 2(a). The number of such blocks
is Xo.,f,p,fy,of6,,,. A different representation shown in figure 2(b) gives Z,.,f~,fp,~f6~,
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(a)
Figure !.

(b)

8

(c)

Different ways of representing conformal blocks for four point function on the

plane.

el

)"

4[

(o)

(b)

Figure 2. Different ways of representing conformal blocks for five point function on the
plane.

conformal blocks. These two numbers are equal by virtue of (2.31). In fact it can be
shown that all possible ways of counting the number of conformal blocks for a general
n-point function gives the same answer once (2.31) is satisfied. Again, the different
sets of conformal blocks (e.g. the ones shown in figures 2(a) and (b)) must be linear
combinations of each other.
One might now ask how these conformal blocks are determined in practice. The
derivation outlined above expresses these conformal blocks as infinite sums coming
from the sum over intermediate secondary states, but this is certainly not the practical
way of calculating them. It turns out that the constraint coming from the decoupling
of the null vectors can give rise to holomorphic differential equations for the
correlators, whose different solutions can be identified wih the corresponding
conformals blocks. We shall not describe the procedure here, since in §4 we are going
to develop a general scheme for calculating these conformal blocks on the sphere as
well as higher genus Riemann surfaces.
2.5 Partition function and modular invariance
We shall now discuss the role of partition function and its modular invariance in
determining the primary field content of the theory. Although this topic could have
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been discussed in the next section where we study conformal field theories on Riemann
surfaces, we discuss it here, since it plays a major role in identifying the primary field
content of the conformai field theories on the plane. We start from the definition of
the partition function of the system:
Z =

~

( s l e x p [ 2 n i ( z ( L o - c / 2 4 ) - ~(Eo - c/24))]1s)

(2.34)

all states Is)

where ¢ is a complex parameter with positive imaginary part. Writing ~ = ¢l + iT2,
we may express Z as,
Z = ~ ( s l e x p I-- 2nTz(Lo + ~ -- c/12)] exp [2nixl(Lo -- t.o)]ls )

(2.35)

8

L o and L o generate the transformations 6z = ez and fig = gg respectively. Thus if we
define the coordinate w = - (2hi)- 1 In z which maps the complex plane to the cylinder,
then ~ ( L o - (c/24)) and g ( L o - (c/24)) generate the transformation 6w = w - ~/(2ni)
and 6ff = vP+ g/(2ni) respectively*. Thus, 2n(L o + L o -- c/12) generates translation of
the imaginary part of w, whereas - 2 n i ( L o - Lo) generates translation of the real
part of w. If we identify the imaginary component of w with the euclidean time
coordinate t, and the real part with the space coordinate a, then 2n(L o + L,o -- c/12)
may be identified with the Hamiltonian, and - 2 n ( L o - Lo) may be identified with
the momentum generator. Also note that with this choice of coordinates we must
identify the points (a, t) to (a + 1, t), since they give rise to the same points in the z plane.
Let us, for the sake of argument, assume that the theory is described by a local
Lagrangian La. In that case the partition function expressed in the form of eq. (2.35)
may be given a simple expression. A single term in the sum describes the propagation
of the state Is) on a circle defined by a -~ a + 1 for an euclidean time ~2. The sum
over all such states means that we identify the initial and the final circle, but the
factor o f e x p [2ni¢~ (Lo - Lo)] means that we should perform an operation a ~ a + TI
on the final circle before making the identification. The result is a torus, which in the
w plane may be described by the identification w _~ w + 1 and w - w + z~ + iTz(= w + r).
Thus the partition function may be expressed as,
Z = f [ ~ c p ] exp [ - S.yd2w]

(2.36)

where ¢p denotes the basic fields in the theory in terms of which the action is written,
and which satisfy the boundary conditions:
¢p(w + 1) = ¢p(w), ~p(w+ ~) = ~p(w).

(2.37)

The integration over w in (2.36) is carried out over one fundamental region in the w
plane.
The main point to note is that when expressed in the path integral form, the sole
dependence of Z on T comes solely from the boundary conditions on the basic fields

* The extra factor of c/24 comes from the fact that in transforming coordinates from z to w, the Virasoro
generators transform anomalously, in particular Lo and L 0 pick up additive factors of - c/24. This can
he easily seen from eq. (2.8).
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q~. Thus if there are two values of r which give the same boundary conditions on the
field q~, then the partition function evaluated at these two values of r will be equal.
For example, the boundary conditions on q~ given in (2.37) are equivalent to the
following set of boundary conditions:
~0(w + 1) = q3(w), q~(w+ r + 1) --- ~o(w).

(2.38)

Thus the partition function must take the same values at the points ~ and • + 1. On
the other hand, if we define a coordinate u = w/z, then in terms of the new
coordinate u, the boundary condition on the fields q~ may be written as:
~o(u+ 1)=q~(u),

q~(u--~)=tp(u)

(2.39)

Furthermore, since the transformation u = w/r is a conformal transformation, and
since the theory is invariant under conformal transformation, the form of the action
remains the same when expressed in terms of the new coordinate u. As a result we
may conclude that the value of the partition function evaluated at the point • is the
same as the evaluated at the point - 1/r. These two relations may be summarized
in the following equations:
Z ( T + 1,~+ 1) = Z(r,~)
Z

r

,

= Z(r, 3).

(2.40)

It can be shown that any other transformation which takes a point in the r plane to
an equivalent point may be generated as a combination of these two transformations.
The group of transformations generated by these two transformations is known as
the modular group, and the invariance of Z under these transformations is known
as modular invariance.
Although we derived the modular invariance of the partition function by starting
from a lagrangian formulation of the theory, we shall now take this as a fundamental
postulate of the conformal field theory. Thus we shall demand that even if the
conformal field theory does not have a lagrangian formulation, the partition function
of the theory as defined in (2.34) must be modular invariant (Cardy 1986a).
Let us now go back to (2.34) and try to reexpress the partition function in a more
compact form. We define the character Zp.~(r) as,
Z~.q = ~ (sp,q Iexp [2rtir (L0 - c/24) ] lsp.q )

(2.41)

Is,,,)

where Isp,q) denotes the set of all secondary states constructed from the primary state
labelled by the two integers p and q appearing in (2.3), as well as the primary state
itself. Of course we exclude the null vectors from this set. Now, as discussed before,
a general primary state of the theory is labelled by the quantum numbers p, q, as
well as i6, q. If there a r e Nlp,q~,to,ct)copies of the primary s t a t e [hp,q,hp,~t), then the total
partition function, as defined in (2.34), may be expressed as,

Z=

~ N~p.q~s~.~lZp,q(O(Z~,cl(r))*.
P,q,P,(I

(2.42)
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In order to study the modular transformation properties of Z we need to study the
modular transformation properties of the characters themselves. These are known
functions of z, and hence their modular transformation properties may be computed
explicitly. It turns out that the characters themselves are not modular invariant,
but instead transform into linear combinations of each other under modular
transformations:

+ l)= Y T,q:p,q,xp,
paq~

pl qJ

where,
Tp,q:p, q, = exp

[2zihp.q] 6 p,p,(~q,q,

2x/~
Sp.o;e,,q,= ~ s l n

. frcmpp', . (~(m
~~-~-/sm

+

1)qq')

(2.44)

and the sum over p' and q' run over the range of values given after eq. (2.3). The
modular invariance of the partition function now demands,

T t N T = N,

StNS=N.

(2.45)

One can verify from (2.44) that T and S are both unitary matrices. As a result, if we
take N to be the identity matrix,
N p,q;p,4 = 6 p , ~ q,#

(2.46)

it automatically satisfies (2.45). The overall normalization of N is not fixed by the
requirement of modular invariance, but it follows from the requirement that the
ground state (the state with p = q = p = q = l, h = h-= 0) is non-degenerate. This gives
Nl.l;l. l = 1.
It turns Out that besides (2.46), there are other non-trivial solutions of (2.45). These
solutions are in one-to-one correspondence with the semi-simple Lie algebras
belonging to the A, D and E series, and hence this classification of modular invariant
partition functions of minimal conformal field theories has been named A - D - E
classification (Gepner 1987; Capelli et al 1987a, b). I shall not discuss thishere in any
more detail.
2.6 Extensions of Virasoro algebra
Let us now turn to c > 1 conformal field theories. In this case there is no restriction
on the dimensions h of the primary states for getting a unitary representation, so in
principle a theory may contain infinite number of primary fields of various conformal
weights. But one might still hope to construct a theory which contains only a finite
number of representations of the Virasoro algebra, so that the partition" function may
be expressed as a finite sum of terms, each of which is the product of a holomorphic
function of T and an anti-holomorphic function of T. This question was analyzed by
Cardy (1986a), who showed that for c > 1, it is not possible to construct a modular
invariant partition function with a finite number of Virasoro characters. This, however,
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does not close the book, since it is possible to construct theories with extended
symmetry algebra with Virasoro algebra as a subalgebra. In this case the theory may
possess a finite number of primary fields of this extended algebra, and the partition
function may again be expressed in the form of eq. (2.42), where the characters Z are
now characters of the extended algebra rather than the Virasoro algebra. We shall
illustrate this through a simple example, namely Wess-Zumino-Witten theory (Gepner
and Witten 1987; Knizhnik and Zamolodchikov 1984) based on some Lie algebra f~.
These theories contain a symmetry algebra which is much larger than the Virasoro
algebra, and is generated by L . , J~, where - ~ < m < 0% and the index a runs over
the generators of the Lie algebra f~. The commutation relations are,
[ L . , L.] = (m - n) Lm+ . + ~¢( m

3

-- m)6m+., o

c
k
[ J .a, J .b] __
- t"j~ ' a ~ i"m+.
+ ~m3.+.,
o

(2.47)

[L., J~] = - .J~,÷.

where k is a constant, and fobc are the structure constants of the group. The generators
L . and J~ are not, in fact, independent. L . ' s may be expressed in terms of the
generators J~ as follows:
1
Lm - co + k o,.
~ : J ~ - " J~:

(2.48)

from which we can derive the relation:
c-

kD
cv+k

(2.49)

where D is the dimension (number of generators) of the algebra and cv is the quadratic
Casimir in the adjoint representation of the algebra. Equation (2.48) is known as the
Sugawara relation. Note that the zero modes J~ of the currents generate the Lie
algebra ~. The primary states 10t,i> form an irreducible representation R~ of the zero
mode algebra, and are annihilated by all the J~'s for positive n:
J~l~t, i> = 0 V n > 0
J~l~, i> = ~(R.)~jl~t,j>.

(2.50)

J

From (2.48) and (2.50) it follows that:
_

L°let'i>

C~

c-- k

L.lot, i ) = O V n > O

(2.51)

where c~ denotes the quadratic Casimir in the representation R~ of the algebra. Thus
the primary state of the current algebra is automatically the primary state of the
Virasoro algebra, but the converse is not true. As in the case of c < 1 theories, there
is an identical algebra in the anti-holomorphic sector generated by )-. and L. which
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commute with the holomorphic algebra. The states of the theory form representation
of both the holomorphic and the antiholomorphic algebras.
We can now follow the same procedure as in the case of c < 1 theories to find
unitary representations of the current algebra. We shall quote the result for SU(2)
WZW theories. In this case the label n may be replaced by the isospin j of the
representation. It can be shown that unitary highest weight representation of SU(2)
current algebra exists only for positive integer values of k. The allowed values o f j
for a given k are 0, ½, 1. . . . . -~. Since for SU(2) D = 3, Cv = 2 and ci = j ( j + 1), we get,

3k
c = y~-~,

j ( j + 1)
h i = (k + 2)

(2.52)

where hi denotes the conformal weight of the primary field in the isospin j
representation of the SU(2) group. As before, the action of the raising operators J~_,
on the primary state produces secondary states, as well as some null states which
must be set to zero.
Possible primary states of the SU(2) WZW theory may then be labelled as IJ, m;7, r~).
We shall suppress the indices m, ~ from now on. One can now ask the question as
to which primary states are actually present in a given theory. Again we can answer
this question by demanding modular invariance of the partition function. We define
the character associated with a representation IJ ) as,
li(¢) = ~ (sil exp [2ni¢(Lo - c/24)]1s l )

(2.53)

{Is~>}

where {Isi)} denotes the set of all primary and secondary states obtained from the
primary state Ij ) . In this sum we omit the null states as before. If the primary state
Ij, j-) appears Nj,f times in the theory, then the partition function of the theory may
be written as,
Z -

~

(sl exp [2ni(L 0 - c/24)] exp [ - 2ni(L o - c/24)] Is)

all statesls)

= ~ Nj,fxlt~)(XZ(~))*

(2.54)

J,7

Nj,f are determined by demanding modular invariance of the partition function. As
before, under a modular transformation the characters go into linear combinations
of themselves, and we must demand that these transformations leave the matrix N
invariant. It turns out that Nj,T= 6j,f always gives a solution, but there are other
non-trivial solutions which are again classified by the A - D - E classification (Gepner
and Witten 1987; Gepner 1987; Capelli et al 1987a, b).
Thus we see that SU(2) W Z W theories provide another example of theories whose
partition functions may be expressed as sum of finite number of terms, each of which
is the product of a holomorphic and an anti-holomorphic term. Alternatively one
can say that these theories have finite number of primary fields under some infinite
dimensional algebra. (Note that the SU(2) theory actually has an infinite number of
primary fields of the Virasoro algebra, since these theories have c/> 1, and hence by
Cardy's result a modular invariant partition function must contain an infinite number
of representations of the Virasoro algebra.) There are many known examples of such
extended algebras (Friedan et al 1985; Zamolodchikov and Fateev 1984, 1985a, b;
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Fateev and Zamolodchikov 1987), and theories which contain a finite number of
primary fields under this extended algebra. Each such theory is characterized by the
fact that their partition function may be expressed as a sum. of finite number of terms,
each of which is a product of a holomorphic and an anti-holomorphic term. Such
theories are commonly known as rational conformai field theories (Friedan and
Shenker 1987; Harvey et al 1988; Anderson and Moore 1988), and from now on we
shall focus our attention on these theories only.
The operator algebra and the correlation functions in every rational conformal
field theory have the structure similar to the one we discussed in the case of c < 1
minimal models. Like the holomorphic fields T(z), we now have other holomorphic
fields corresponding to the other generators of the algebra. For example, for W Z W
theories, we have holomorphic and anti-holomorphic dimension 1 fields d°(z) and
fa(z-). Correlation functions involving these fields a~ld other primary fields may be
expressed completely in terms of correlation functions involving the primary fields
only. On the other hand, correlation functions involving the secondary fields may be
expressed in terms of correlation functions involving the primaries and these
holomorphic fields. This allows us to express the correlation ftanction involving the
secondary fields in terms of correlation functions involving the primary fields only.
As in the case of minimal models, decoupling of the null states gives constraints on
the fusion rules of the theory. For example, in SU(2) W Z W theory of level k, f j , m ~
is non-zero provided lJ l - J 2 l ~J3 ~Jl +J2, and Jl +J2 +J3 ~k. Exactly the same
argument as in the minimal model shows that the higher point correlation functions
are expressed as a sum of finite number of terms, each of which is the product of a
holomorphic and an anti-holomorphic function of its arguments. In case of WZW
theories, these holomorphic functions are known as current blocks (Knizhnik and
Zamolodchikov 1984). For a general rational conformal field theory we shall call
them holomorphic blocks. The braiding and the fusing matrices can also be defined
in the usual way.
In the discussion of c < 1 minimal conformal field theories, all the fields were self
conjugate, leading to the first of (2.20). In a general rational conformal field theory,
there are examples of fields which are not self conjugate, instead a pair of fields ~b,
$* are conjugate to each other. In this case the two point correlation function of the
fields satisfy the relations (~(Z1,ZI)~(Z2,Z2))'~-0, ((~t(Z1,ZI)I~t(Z2,Z2)) = 0 , and
< q~(zl, zl )q~*(z2,z2) > = (zl - z2)- 2h(~1 -- ~2) -2h. Examples of such fields are the primary
fields belonging to 3 and 3 representations of SU(3) in the SU(3) W Z W theory.
For a general rational conformal field theory, in some cases the fusion rule
coefficients f~ar may even be integers larger than one. For example, in SU(3) WZW
theory for sufficiently large k, three primary fields belonging to the octet representation
may combine into a singlet in two different ways, through fabc and danc tensors. More
precisely, if such a primary field is labelled by ~ba,n where a denotes the index in the
adjoint representation of the SU(3) algebra generated by J~, and d is the corresponding
index for the SU(3) algebra generated by f~, then the three point coupling between
these primary fields may be expressed as
f"(2) d

d

(2.55)

where ,~sssr"~and C~s~sare constants. Three point function involving arbitrary secondary
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fields over these primary fields may be expressed as,

< (I)8;i,T(Z1, Z1 )t~)8;j,j(z2, z2 ) (I)8;k,k-(Z3, Z3 ) >
(i)
= Csssfx(t,j,k,
zx,z2,z3)fx(~,k,~l,~2,e3)
•

-

(2.56)

+ Csns
(2) fz(t,J,
• • k, Zl, z2, z 3)/2 (T,~,k, zl, z2, z3).
In this case we shall set the corresponding fusion rule coefficient to be 2. Thus,
roughly speaking, the fusion rules provide a measurement of how many terms are
present in a general secondary correlator when we express it as a sum of products
of left and right handed components.
In the generic case where some of the fusion rule coefficients are larger than one,
eq. (2.23) takes the form:
C,;i,~p;j,~,~.;k,~= ~, ~,#rr'(")~(")t~~' " ~, v,a r; i,j,k)C~(,,)(~,fl, y , ~ , # )

m=l

(2.57)

and eq. (2.28) takes the form:

< (I)~;i,~(Z1,771)(~#;j,f(Z2, Z2 )(I)~,;k,k-(Z3,Z3 )f~&l,T(g4, Z4)>
At~ fT&
= Z Z Z C(~'~C~)~,F~"")(~,fl,?,a,i,j,k,l,z,,z2,Za,Z4)
z m=ln=l

(2.58)

Thus the total number of terms is again Z,f~#,fy**.
2.7 Locality and modular invariance
I shall conclude this section by pointing out one surprising aspect of conformal field
theory. We have seen that the requirement of modular invariance more or less uniquely
fixes the field content of a conformal field theory except for a finite discrete set of
possibilities, e.g. the ones given by the A-D-E classification. It turns out to be a
pleasant surprise that the field content of the theory obtained this way is precisely
the one needed in order to get a maximal local operator algebra. For example, in
Ising model, one could have included another primary field of dimension (1/16, 1/16)
in the spectrum, known as the # field. This inclusion, however, would destroy the
modular invariance of the partition function, but it would at the same time destroy
the locality of the operator algebra, since the operator product a(z,~)l~(z',~') has a
branch cut at z = z', and hence any correlation function involving tr and # together
would cease to be single-valued function of its arguments on the z plane. On the
other hand, one could write down a consistent operator algebra in the Ising model
by omitting the a field, i.e. keeping only the identity and the e field. But this would
not be the maximal set of local operators that can be included in the algebra, and
again the corresponding partition function would cease to be modular invariant. It
will undoubtedly be useful to properly understand the connection between the locality
of the operator algebra and modular invariance.
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3. Conformal field theories on Riemann surfaces

3.1 Path integral formulation of conformal field theories on Riemann surface
In the last section we have defined a conformal field theory purely from the operator
formalism, and all the correlation functions in the theory were written as vacuum
expectation values of certain products of operators. This formulation, however, is not
directly generalizable to an arbitrary genus surface, since, for example, the concept
of time is not well defined on such a surface. If, however, the theory admits a path
integral formulation so that the correlation functions discussed in the last section
may be expressed as,

f

Dtpexp [ - S(tp, g)]O 1(Zl,Zl)'"O~(ZN,ZN)

(3.1)

where (z,z-) denote complex coordinates on the plane with the points at infinity
identified, then this definition of the correlation function may be extended to any
surface. Here {¢} is the basic set of fields on which the path integral is being performed,
O~'s are composite fields constructed out of ~p's, and gob is the metric on the two
dimensional plane. Since a plane with point at infinity identified is topologically
equivalent to a sphere, we shall use the words plane and sphere interchangeably.
The problem with the path integral formulation, however, is that many known two
dimensional theories do not have any known path integral formulation. (Even theories
which have path integral formulation, e.g. W Z W theories, are'usually analyzed using
the operator formulation on the plane, since it is much simpler.) The solution to this
problem turns out to be. the following. We first assume that there exists a path integral
formulation of the theory even if we do not know it. We then show that the path
integral over a general closed two dimensional surface may be broken up into several
pieces, each of which represents path integral over the plane. As a result each of these
pieces may be expressed as correlation functions of certain operators in the plane,
which, in turn may be evaluated in the operator formalism. Proceeding this way we
finally arrive at an expression for the correlation function on a higher genus surface
in the operator formalism. In case the theory does not have a path integral formulation,
this final expression may be taken to be the definition of the correlation functions of
conformal field theories on higher genus surface. In this section we shall develop the
general formalism, and in the next section we shall show how to explicitly calculate
correlators of rational conformal field theories on higher genus surfaces.
3.2 Symmetries and anomalies in the path integral formulation
There are several subtleties in the path integral formulation, so let us review them.
First of all, notice that expression (3.1) depends on the metric gob on the two
dimensional surface. We assume that the theory is general coordinate invariant, so
that two different choices of the metric on the surface, which are related by general
coordinate transformation, give the same answer for the correlator. Using this freedom,
we can always choose suitable complex coordinates z,£ on individual coordinate
charts so as to bring the metric in the form gzz = g~ = 0, gz~ = e °. If the theory is also
Weyl invariant, then the correlators are invariant under gob ~ exp [p(z, Z--)gob;in that
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case we can set g:~ = 1. It turns out, however, that due to the presence of the central
charge in the conformal field theory, there is a Weyl anomaly, and the correlation
function is not strictly invariant under a Weyl transformation. One can show that
(Polyakov 1981; Friedan 1984) under infinitesimal Weyl transformation J¢,

c(f,

'~(ah(Z~,~)'''ON(ZN,~D> =~--~

)

d zg,~R~ (~I(Z~,Z~)'"ON(ZN,~D>
(3.2)

integrating which we get,

( 01(ZI,~.I)'"ON(ZN,i.D >Ir.:#.,
C
+
=exp(4---~
fd 2z(63zo'0,~r
Rgz,O'))<([}I(Z,,Zl)...(1),(Zjv,ZN)),E.¢,
(3.3)

where ( ) Iz.0.,denotesthe correlationfunctionon a surface~ with metricgab,and
R isthe Ricciscalarcomputed from the metricgab.In the complex coordinatesystem,
Rg,i = c~,c~In gzi"
Besides specifying the metric, we also need a regularization prescription for defining
the operators O(z,D, since they are composite operators, and hence we need to
regularize them using point splitting. Since the theory is general coordinate invariant,
we could have defined these composite operators in a generally covariant way, namely,
the point splitting could have been done in terms of invariant distance between the
points calculated with the metric near the point z,~. It turns out, however, that in a
conformally invariant field theory this is not the most convenient way to regularize
a composite operator, since it destroys some of the holomorphic properties of the
fields. Instead, we define the regularized operator • in terms of the distance measured
by the local complex coordinates near the point (z, z-), i.e. we use a fixed distance ~,
measured in the local coordinate z, ~ for point splitting. Thus a composite field ® is
specified completely only after we specify the local choice of complex coordinates
near the location of the field. If • is a primary field ~b(z,~), then under a change of
local coordinates from z to w = f(z), ~(z) transforms to (dw/dz)h(d~/dz-)k~(w, ~). For
secondary fields the transformation law is more complicated, but may be obtained
from the results of the previous section.
Ignoring the dependence on the Weyl factor for the time being, we see that the
correlation function on a closed two dimensional surface is a function of the locations
(z~, ~) of the points where the external fields are inserted, the choice of local complex
coordinates near each of the points (z~,:~), and the moduli, which are the parameters
which label the set of inequivalent metrics on the two dimensional surface. (Here two
metrics are considered equivalent if they are related by either a diffeomorphism, or
a Weyl transformation). The problem of Weyl factor dependence of the correlation
functions may be tackled in the following way. First of all, note that if in a given
correlation function we are studying the dependence of the correlation function on
the locations z~, ~ of the external fields, then the metric dependence can be ignored,
since it comes as an overall normalization factor independent of the coordinates zi, ~.
(We are choosing the metric in such a way that it does not depend on the location
of the points (z~,~) on the two dimensional surface.) The problem comes when we
try to study the behavior of the correlation functions as functions of the moduli. In
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this case, let us define the partition function of a free scalar field theory on the same
surface as,

ZB(9) = fDq~exp [ - - 1/2Ix//-od2zoObO.q~Obq~].

(3.4)

Then it is clear that the following quantity will be completely independent of the metric:

(3.5)
since the change of the n u m e r a t o r and the denominator factors due to a change in
the metric cancels. Thus we can first analyse this object as a function of the moduli,
and then combine it with the known expression for the partition function ZB(#) to
calculate the full Correlator. This relation will be useful to us later.
3.3 Path inteoral formulation on the plane
In the path integral formulation of conformal field theories on the plane, we express
the correlators in the form of (3.1). As we have seen, the Weyl factor dependence of
the correlation function comes as an overall multiplicative factor. We shall assume
we have chosen the metric (and the regularization prescription for the functional
integral) in such a way that the partition function on the plane, SDtpexp [ - S ( t p , o) ]
is unity. This agrees with the normalization of the correlation functions given in the
last section, namely, ( 0 [ 0 ) = 1".
Besides depending on the metric, the correlation function also depends on the local
choice of coordinates near zl . . . . . z N which are used to regularize the composite
operators using point splitting. We shall identify the local coordinates near each of
the @i's to the complex coordinate (z,z-) labelling the plane, since the SL(2, C)
transformations take the simple form z--* (az + b)/(cz + d) in this variable. With this
choice of the metric and the local coordinates on the plane, we now identify the
correlation function ( 01D 1(z 1, z t )"" ~N (Zn, ZN)I0 ) in the operator formalism with the
path integral expression given in (3.1). In other words, we assume that there is an
action S(~p) and a regularization prescription, such that the result of carrying out the
path integral in (3.1) restricted to a sphere, is the correlation functions derived in the
operator formalism of the last section.
We shall now derive some relation between the states in the operator formalism
and path integrals over a unit disk. Let us define the following functional of Cpo(0),
F®({q0o(0)}) = f[DqJl®=,po~O~o.~o]exp[-S(q~,Oz~ = 1)lo]~(0).

(3.6)

Here the functional integral is performed over a unit disk D of radius one described
by Iz[ ~< 1 with the b o u n d a r y condition q~ = ~Oo(0) on the b o u n d a r y of the disk. Here
* Note that only the change of the correlator under a change of metric is specified by the anomaly
equation. The actual value of the functional integral for a specificchoice of metric depends on exacly how
we regularize the theory. Thus we can take any convenient choice of metric on the sphere, and define the
integral ~ ¢ exp [-S(qo, 0)] to be unity with this choice of the metric. A convenient choice of metric is
given by fizz= 1 for Izl ~<1, and Oze= l/Izl'* for Izl/> 1.
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0 denotes the angular coordinate on the boundary of the disk, 0 - 0 + 2~. We shall
now show that this functional F . may be regarded as the wave-function associated
with the state I(I)) in the operator formulation.
In order to establish this result, let us consider a correlator on the plane of the
form (f~)(Z1,Z1)f~)2(Z2,Z2)'"I~)N(ZN,ZN)), which, in the operator formalism, is given
by (OIR(~(Z1,~I)'"~N(ZN,~N))IO>. Let us now set one of the points, say zx to zero,
and let us assume that all the other points lie outside the disk Izl -< 1. In the operator
formalism, the operator ~(0) will go to the extreme right, and give tl)(0)10) = I ~ ) .
Thus the correlator may be written as (01R(~(z2, z2)"" ~N(ZN, :?N))I~). On the other
hand, in the path integral formulation, we may divide the functional integral over ~0
in two parts. First we fix the boundary condition on the boundary of the unit disk
to be tp = ~00(0) and perform the functional integral inside the unit disk, this gives us
a factor of F.({tpo(0)} ). Next we perform the rest of the functional integral outside
the disk including ~Oo, the value of ~o on the boundary of D, convoluted with
F.({tpo(0)} ). Thus we get

f ~q)o(O)Fo({q)o(O)})f [~q)ltp=mo(O)atlzl=l]f~2(Z2,Z2)'"*N(ZN,ZN)

(3.7)

= <OIR(*2(Z2,Z2)...*N(ZN,ff.N))If~)>
which shows that the effect of putting a boundary condition on ~o on the unit circle
corresponding to the wave-function F® is equivalent to creating a state Itl)> in the
operator language.
We could, in principle, have chosen a disk of any radius r. The corresponding
wave-function would differ from F . by a multiplicative factor r h÷gwhere (h, h) denotes
the conformal weights of ~. But the disk of unit radius is chosen since it gives simple
normalization convention for the wave-functions F®. To simplify things a bit let us
assume that tl) corresponds to a primary field $. Consider now the two poin't function
(~b(Zo)q~(0)), which was evaluated in the operator formulation in the last section and
was shown to be given by Zo2hZo 2aif the primary fields 4) are properly normalized.
In the path integral formulation, this integral may be evaluated in three parts, first
perform integration inside the unit disk, secondly perform the integration outside the
unit disk, and finally perform the integration over the boundary value of tp. We define
local coordinates z tl~ = z for Izl ~< 1, i.e. inside the unit disk, and z ~2~= - l/z for Izl >/1,
i.e. outside the unit disk. Let us fix the boundary value of ~o to be tp(z~'~) = tpo(0t),
where 0~ denotes the phase of z "~, z = Iz"~lexp [iO~]. The integration inside the unit
disk with this boundary condition gives F,({tPo(0)} ). The region outside the unit
circle may be described as Izt2~l ,< 1. In the z ~2~ coordinate system q~(Zo) transforms
to ~b(- 1/z o, - 1/:?o)(Zo) 2h(Zo)-2~ which goes to (Zo)-2h(.%)-2g~b(0)in the Zo ~ oo limit.
Let 02 denote the phase of z (2~. Then 02 = n - 0t. The boundary condition at the
boundary of the disk is now ~o(z~2~)= tPo(0t) = tpo(n - 02). As a result the result of the
path integration outside the unit disk is given by (Zo)-2h(fo)-2gF,({tpo(n -- 0)}). (Note that
0 here is a dummy variable, ~Oo(n- 0) in F,({tpo(rC - 0)})just denotes a new function of
theta). Finally, integrating over tpo we get (Zo)-2h(~o)-2~q?_oF,({qgo(O)})F,({tpo(n - 0)}).
Comparing with the corresponding result ((Z0)-2h(fo) -2h) in the operator formalism,
we get the normalization condition on F,:

f ~q~oF 4,({ ~oo(O)} ) F o( { ~Oo(n-- 0 ) } ) = 1.

(3.8)
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Similar relation also holds for F® associated with general secondary states. Because
of this simple normalization condition on F, the completeness relation also takes a
simple form when expressed in terms of F, e.g.
~F®({Cpo(O)})F®({~o~(n

-

0 ) } ) = gi(~0o(O)- tp~ (0))

(3.9)

®

where the sum over • is over the set of all orthonormal primary and secondary states.
In deriving the above relations, we have not been careful about the metric
dependence of various quantities. F® has been defined in terms of integration over a
unit disk with flat metric. When we sew the two disks Izt~}I ~ 1 and Iz{2~l ~< 1 at their
boundary through the relation z {2}= - 1/z m to form a sphere, the metric induced on
the sphere from the flat metric on the disk may not be the same as the standard
metric used to define correlation functions on the sphere. This difference, however,
is just an overall multiplicative factor, and will give rise to an overall muitiplicative
constant on the right hand sides of (3.8) and (3.9). The effect of these factors will
cancel in the final analysis, if we work with ratios of the type given in (3.5), and hence
we shall set these multiplicative factors to be one even during the intermediate stages
of our analysis. Note that if we had chosen the standard metric on the sphere to be
of the form g~ = 1 for Izl ~ 1, and g~ = l/Izl 4 for Izl >t 1, then this metric is precisely
the one obtained by sewing two flat disks of unit radius at their boundary through
the identification z m
l/z ~2J.
=

-

3.4 Riemann surface, complex structures and moduli
Let us consider a closed two dimensional surface with a metric. The surface can be
described by local coordinate charts, each of which has the topology of an open disk,
together with the transition functions which relate the coordinates in two charts in
their region of overlap. On each chart, we can choose a complex coordinate system
(z, :~) such that the metric can be brought into a diagonal form: g~z = g~e = 0. Now let
us consider two such charts which overlap, and let z I and z 2 be coordinates in these
two charts. Then in general zl = f ( z 2 , g 2 ) . Knowing that g .... =gea, = 0 , we get
g . . . . =(~ZI/~Z2)(~ZI/~Z2)gz,tI. But we also know that g~z~ vanishes. This gives
(~i/~z2) = O. In other words, the coordinates z~ and z2 are holomorphic functions of
each other, and hence the coordinate system defined this way gives a complex structure
on the surface.
Two complex structures are defined to be identical if the corresponding transition
functions in the overlap region of two coordinate charts are identical, or can be
made identical by holomorphic transformation of coordinates in different charts. We
shall now show that two different metrics on the surface which are related to each
other by diffeomorphism or Weyl transformation give identical complex structures.
Two metrics related by a Weyl transformation obviously gives identical complex
structures, since ira particular complex coordinate system makes one of them diagonal,
the other one also becomes diagonal. Let us now suppose that there are two metrics
g and ~ which are related by diffeomorphism f of the surface. Thus f leaves the
transition functions invariant. If the coordinate system z makes g diagonal, and the
coordinate system £ makes ~ diagonal, then z = f(:~). Since f leaves the transition
functions invariant, the transition functions on the overlap of two coordinate charts
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in the z coordinate are the same as the ones in the ~ coordinate. Thus the two metrics
define the same complex structure. The converse is also true, namely, if two metrics
give rise to the same complex structure, then they are related by a combination of
diffeomorphism and Weyl transformation.
Thus we see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of
inequivalent metrics in the moduli space, and the set ofinequivalent complex structures
on the two dimensional surfaces. A two dimensional surface with a complex structure
is known as a Riemann surface, and the space of all inequivalent Riemann surfaces
is known as the moduli space. This space is 39 - 3 complex dimensional for surfaces
of genus >/2, zero dimensional for a plane (O = 0) and one complex dimensional for
the torus (O = 1).
In order to give a concrete example, we shall consider the example of the torus,
which we shall describe by a square with opposite edges identified: 0-..<at ~< 1,
0 ~<a2 ~< 1, (a t, a2) = (at + 1, a2) = (at, a2 + 1). One can show that the set of inequivalent
metrics (not related to each other by a diffeomorphism connected to identity or a
Weyl transformation) on the torus are given by Idat + 3da212, where 3 is a complex
parameter with Im (~) > 0. Introducing the complex coordinate z = a t + za2, we m a y
write the metric as Idzl 2, and on the complex z plane we now have the identification
z=z+ 1 =z+z.
Furthermore under a diffeomorphism a t = t r ' t + a 2 , a 2 = a 2 the
metric becomes Ida'~ + (3 + l)da'z 12, whereas under the diffeomorphism a t = I - a ~ ,
a2 = al," the metric takes the form Izl21da'~ _ la,,.a2,, Jl2.(Note that these transformations
are diffeomorphisms of the torus, since they m a p equivalent points on the torus to
equivalent points.) Thus the points z + 1 and - 1/3 in the moduli space are equivalent
to the point, z, since they give metrics equivalent to each other up to Weyl and
diffeomorphism transformations. In fact the two transformations z ~ z + 1, z ~ - 1/~
generate the whole SZ(2, Z) group 3--*(a3 + b)/(cz + d), where a, b, c, d are integers,
and ad - bc = 1. Thus we must identify all points in the upper half ~ plane related
by SL(2, Z) transformations, and the resulting quotient space is the moduli space of
the tours. The modular parameter ~ is precisely the parameter that appeared in the
construction of the partition function in the last section. Also, note that, the complex
coordinate z' = a't + (3 + l)a'~ for modular parameter 3 + 1, and the complex coordinate
z" = a t" - (l/r)a~ for modular parameter ( - l/r) are related to z by,
t

z'=z,

z" = ( z -

1)/3~z/3.

!

(3.10)

3.5 Sewino o f Riemann surfaces
We have seen in § 3.4 that a Riemann surface is defined by the complex structure on
it, namely a complex coordinate system on the surface and the overlap functions. We
shall now use this definition of a Riemann surface to construct a new Riemann surface
of genus Ox + 9z starting from two Riemann surfaces Et and E2 of genus Ot and 02
respectively. We start from suitably chosen complex coordinate systems on both these
surfaces compatible with their complex structures. We also choose two points Pt and
P2 on these surfaces, and local coordinates z ~t) and z ~2) near these two points such
that z~t)= 0 at P I , and zt2~= 0 at P2- We now define a new Riemann surface whose ~
complex coordinate charts are those of E t outside [ztt) I = 1, those of Z2 outside
[z~2)I = 1, and both z <t~ and z <2~for It[ ~< Izet)l ~< 1, it[ ~< Iz~2)l ~< 1, with the identification:
z~t~z ~2~= - t

(3.11)
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where t is a complex parameter. If the original Riemann surfaces have genera 91 and
g2 respectively, then the new surface has genus gl + #2 (figure 3). This procedure of
joining two Riemann surfaces to construct a third one is known as Plumbing fixture.
The 3g - 3 modular parameters of the new surface may be taken to be the 391 - 3
modular parameters of the surface X:, 3 0 2 - 3 parameters of the surface E2, the
location of the points P~ and Pz on the surfaces E~ and 2;2, and the complex
parameter t.
One can also use this procedure to sew two parts of the same Riemann surface
(figure 4). For this we need to choose two points P1 and P2 on the same Riemann
surface, and follow the above prescription. This way, starting from a genus g surface
we get a genus g + 1 surface.
An interesting region in the moduli space of Riemann surfaces is where the parameter
t appearing in (3.11) goes to zero. This gives a boundary of the moduli space, and
corresponds to a region where one Riemann surface degenerates into two Riemann
surfaces (or a Riemann surface of genus g degenerates to a Riemann surface of genus
g - 1). The behavior of conformal field theory correlators near these boundaries will
play a major role in our analysis afterwards.
An interesting consequence of the above analysis is that a Riemann surface of genus
g and N marked points m a y be obtained by sewing a certain n u m b e r (v) of spheres,
each with three marked points, a certain number (e) of times. This construction is
illustrated in figure 5. The topology of this construction m a y be represented by a g
loop diagram in a tp3 field theory, each vertex describing a sphere, each internal line
a sewing, and each external line a marked point on the final Riemann surface (figure 6).
Then v and e are the number of vertices and edges in this diagram respectively.
Since each edge shares two vertices, and each vertex gives rise to three lines, we have

Figure 3. Sewing of two Riemann surfaces.

Figure 4. Sewing of a single Riemann surface at two points.
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Figure 5. Sewingof spheres with three marked points to get arbitrary genusRiemann surface
with arbitrary number of marked points.

Figure 6. tp3 diagram representation of figure 5.

3v = 2e + N. Furthermore, i f f is the number of faces in the diagram, than the genus
of the corresponding Riemann surface can be seen to be f - 1. Using the relation
f = e - v + 2, we see that the genus of the surface is g = e - v + 1. Combined with the
result 3v = 2e + N, this gives v = 29 - 2 + N, and e = 3g - 3 + N. In this case, the
39 - 3 complex moduli of the surface, together with the N coordinates of the external
lines on the Riemann surface are given by the 39 - 3 + N sewing parameters ti. Due
to SL(2, C) invariance on the sphere, the location of the three marked points on the
sphere may be chosen arbitrarily; for definiteness we shall take them to be at 0, 1
and 2 in the local coordinate system of the sphere.
The above construction shows that some region in the moduli space of a genus 9
surface may be obtained by sewing spheres with three marked points. One might ask
if the whole region in the moduli space may be constructed this way. The answer to
this question turns out to be yes. Finally we should notice that there are different
ways of sewing spheres with three marked points to obtain the same Riemann surface
with same number of punctures. Examples of this are shown in figure 7.
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(o)

Cb)

Figure 7. Different ¢p3 diagram representations of figure 6.

3.6 Sewing conformal field theories on Riemann surfaces (Friedan and Shenker 1987;
Sonoda 1988; Vafa 1988)
W e shall now turn o u r attention t o w a r d s defining a c o n f o r m a l field theory correlator
on the final R i e m a n n surface E in terms of the correlators on the surfaces Y.1 a n d
Z 2. This is done by dividing the functional integral over qJ into several parts. First,
on the circles Iz(l)l = 1 and Iz(2)l = 1 we insert a complete set of b o u n d a r y conditions
using eq. (3.9). Then we perform the integration over ¢p outside the circles Iz"q = 1
and Iz(2)l = 1 respectively. Finally we perform the integration over ~p on the annulus
defined by [tl ~< ]z(1)[ ~< 1. T h u s the final result m a y be expressed as,

I~1'1~ I

1 -]
l lza)l ;~ l l

(,
x

o),)

,.,] (3.12)

where 01 and 02 are the phases of z (1) and z(2); g(1) = [z(1)[exp [i01 ] , Z(2) = [z(2)[exp [i02 ].
As indicated, the first integral is over the values of q) for ]z(~)]/> l on Z t, the second
integral is over values of q) for Iz(2)[/> 1 on Z 2, and the third integral is over the
annulus It[ ~< z(1)l ~< 1. T h e sums over (1) and W run over all the states in the theory.
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In writing down the integral in this form we have assumed that the points zx... ZN,
lie on the surface Z~ for iz~X)l;~ 1, and that the rest o f t h e points lie on Z2 for Izt2)l >/1.
Even if some points lie on the annulus, we can define the corresponding correlation
function by analytic continuation of the correlation function where the points lie
outside the annulus, so we do not loose any generality by making this assumption.
The result of the first and second integration may be expressed as correlation
functions on the surfaces Z t and Z2 respectively. For example

f..~ooF®({ q~o(0)})f..~o[~ =~0~o,,o. ,:,,,=, exp [ - S(t,o,g)]O,(z,,.~,)--"ON,(ZN,,~'N,)
= <O(Z(~)

= ~X)= 0)Ox(Zx, ~.t)...ON,(ZN,,~.N,)>Iy.,.,

'

(3.13)

where g~ denotes a metric which is equal to the metric of the original surface outside
the unit disk, and is given by a~,,e,, = 1 inside unit disk around z(~)= 0.
Thus we now need to evaluate the third integral. Let us define/~ to be the argument
of t; t = Itl exp [iff]. Then from the relation (3.11) we get 0~ = n + / / - 0~. Let us define
a function ~o(0) = ~o(n - 0), then the boundary condition at Iz"~l = It[ may be written
as, ~0(z~t~) = ~o(n + / ~ - 0~)= ~o(0~ -/~). Thus the third integral may be written as,

f ,7,o
f

- o)}) f $o

[~Pl~=~o(o,) ,t ,~"t-l.~,~~0(0,-t~,t ,e',,-,,, exp [ - S(tp, g)].

(3.14)

The above integral may be interpreted as a state IW> created at Iz(~)l = Itl and twisted
by 0 ~ 0 - 8, which is then allowed to propagate till Iz"~l = 1, and then contracted
with the state <OI. The result will depend on the choice of metric on the annulus.
We shall choose the metric g¢,,e,, = Idz°)lZ/Iz"q2, which smoothly matches the metric
ge,,e,, = Idz~e)le/Izaq2 on the other side. The natural coordinate to use is then u = In z ~)
since the metric becomes fiat in this coordinate system. The hamiltonian in this
coordinate system is given by (Lo + L0 - c/12). Using the fact that the 0 translation
is generated by Lo - Lo, we can express the contribution from the annulus as,

<01([tl)~+Lo-~/12exp[i/3(Lo - Lo)][~)=ta'-cn4fg'-~n46e~s,.

(3.15)

Putting all the results together we see that the correlation function on the Riemann
surface Z may be expressed in terms of the correlation functions on the Riemann
surfaces Zt and Z2 as*,

~, t h.- c/2,rr~-,/~, <• (0) • ~(z ,, ~ )... ON, (ZN,, ~'N,) >Ix,;O,
®

x <~(O)ON, + ~(zN, + t, ~.N,+ x)"" ~N(ZN, eN) > I~:,;o,

(3.16)

* In the above derivation we have assumed that the states 1~9>are selfconjugate. For a non-selfconjugate
state [0>, one of the correlators in the expression below will contain a ~ t instead of a O.
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If we now use the fact that any Riemann surface may be obtained by sewing spheres
with three marked points, as discussed in § 3.5, then repeated application of eq. (3.16)
may be used to express an N point correlation function on a genus g Riemann surface
as,

<%,(z,,

%N(z,,,

z

3g-3+N
it

E

I-I

i3e_3, ~

I=l

20-2+n

I-I
m=l

(3.17)
where ( ) s denotes correlation function on a sphere. The sum over each it runs over
all the states in the theory, ~ , denoting the state propagating along the/th annulus.
The states tl)4,~, ~i~,~, and ~3,, denote the external states attached to the ruth sphere.
The set of states labelled by {itl1), ~i), i~1), ... i~2g-2 +N),i~29-2 +N),i~2a-2 + N)} are identical
to the set of states labelled by {i1, i3g-3+N,il, "'" i3g-3+N,Jx, ""JN}"
Equation (3.17) expresses the correlation function on any Riemann surface in terms
of three point functions on a sphere, which, in turn can be evaluated in the operator
formalism. Although we have used path integral formulation in order to derive this
result, we can now take this equation as the defining equation for correlation functions
on higher genus Riemann surfaces, irrespective of whether the theory has a path
integral formulation or not. Note that this expression corresponds to a definite choice
of metric on the surface, namely, the metric Idz(°/z(°12 on each annulus, and the
standard metric on each of the 2g - 2 + N spheres.
Although eq. (3.17) gives a convenient operator expression for the correlation
functions of conformal field theories on higher genus Riemann surfaces, in this picture
both, the moduli, as well as the coordinates (z~,:?~) of the external fields are given by
the set of (3g - 3 + N) complex plumbing fixture variables ft. For fixed values of the
variables tt there is a fixed choice of metric. However, there is no natural notion of
varying the coordinates (zl, ~) keeping the moduli of the surface fixed, and hence it does
not naturally make sense to say that we pick a metric on the Riemann surface which
is independent of the coordinates (z~,~). A more natural description which conforms
with the requirement that we pick a fixed metric on a given Riemann surface
independent of the choice of the coordinates (z~,z?~)of the external fields, is to represent
the genus g Riemann surface as a sphere with 2g marked points, sewed g times by
taking the points in pairs, and take the points of insertion of the external fields as
extra marked points on this sphere. In this case, we choose the standard metric on
the sphere and each annulus, which is independent of the location of the external
points on the spheres. The correlation function may now be expressed as,
"

'

"

g

(%, (z l,

%N (zN, eN) )z = E... Y. 1-] (tt)
it

( ~ *tk(Ytkl))*,~(Y(k2') ~
k=l

k=l

''-c/24

io I = 1

tl)j,(Zk,Zk))

(3.18)
S

where of the 2.q coordinates ytk~),ytk2)three can be set to be at 0, 1, and 2 respectively.
The rest 2 # - 3 coordinates, together with the g parameters t~ gives us the 3 g - 3
complex moduli.
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3.7 Example of sewing
In order to illustrate the sewing procedure sketched above, let us c o m p u t e the partition
function, as well as correlation functions on the torus using this method. A torus m a y
be constructed by identifying in the complex plane w the point w with w + 1 a n d
w + z. If we work in terms of the variable z = exp[2niw], then the torus m a y be
regarded as a result of identifying the points z with exp[27riz]z- tz in the z plane,
thus it is the annulus [tl ~< Izl ~< 1 with an identification of its two boundaries. W e
shall n o w show t h a t an equivalent description of the torus m a y be given in terms of
sewing a sphere with itself at two points. We choose these points to be 0 a n d 1, a n d
introduce local coordinates z (~) and z (z) near these points as,
Z(1) _-- _ _ _ z
1'
Z--

Z(2)

2 -- 1
Z

(3.19)

where z is the coordinate on the plane. We now sew the two patches together by
m a k i n g the identification:
z(l)z(2) = - t

(3.20)

as before.
We now claim that this describes a torus with m o d u l a r parameter z = ln(t/2ni).
This can be seen in the following way. Let us consider the circle Iz(t) I = [tl, parametrized
by z(Z)= texp[iO]. This is identified with z ( Z ~ = - t/z °) = - e x p [ - i O ] .
F r o m (3.19)
we see that in the z plane this m a p s to z = l/(1 + e x p [ - iO]), which, in turn is identical
to the circle z (x) = exp[i0]. Thus we see that in the z (t) c o o r d i n a t e we have identified
the circles Iz(X)l = Itl and Iz<l)I = l t h r o u g h the relation z (x) - tz (t). This is precisely the
description of a torus with m o d u l a r parameter T = In (t/2rti).
We shall now use o u r formalism to calculate the partition function on the torus.
Direct application of (3.16), gives,
Ztottls = E th¢~ c/24t ~ - c/24 ((1) (z ( 1) = 0) (~ (z (2) = 0) ) s.

( 3.21 )

®

N o t e that tl)(z <1) = 0) is not the same as ~ ( z = 0) although the z (~ = 0 point is m a p p e d
onto z = 0 under the transformation (3.19). Instead, O(z = 0) is obtained from ~(z (~) = 0)
by the appropriate conformal transformation which changes the local c o o r d i n a t e
system from z (t) to z. Similar remark holds for ~(z(Z)= C). However, since z (t) and
ZTM are related by z (1) = - 1 / 2 (2) (eq. (3.19)) we get (O(z (1) = 0)~(z (z) = 0)) = ( @ ~ ) = 1.
This gives,
Zt .... = )-'. th'-c/24 t-~,-+/24.

(3.22)

N o t e that this is the s t a n d a r d expression for the partition function on the torus.
Similarly, we can c o m p u t e the N - p o i n t correlation function of primary fields on
the torus as,
( ~ 1 ( W 1 , ~'1 ) ' ' " ~)N(WN, t'~'N))t . . . .
= ~'~ th®-c/2'lfg®-c/24 ((1)(Z(I) = 0)(l)(Z(2) = 0)t~l (Z1, Z1 ) " " (PN(ZN +ZN))Plane

dz \h,
+=1

\d~/~=~,
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where O(z ") = 0) and ~(z (2) = 0) are defined in the local coordinate systems z ") and
z (2) respectively, w = ln z(1)/(2ni) denotes the coordinate system in which the torus is
represented as a parallelogram of sides 1 and z with the identification w = w + 1 = w + z.
It is more convenient to express the correlator in the z ") plane which is related to
the z plane by an SL(2, C) transformation. Thus we replace zi, zi in (3.23) by z~1), ~1),
and dz/dw, d~/dff by dz")/dw, d~l)/d@ respectively. Since z (~), ~x) are expressed in
terms of w as
z (1) = exp [2niw]

~1) = exp [ - 2niff]

(3.24)

eq. (3.23) may be written as,

<4,, (wl.*,)...
x

,)

.... = E

(a'(z") = o)(I)( ---z i) - o

~-I ~b,(exp[2niffe,],exp[-2,i@i]))
i = 1

Plane

N

x I-I (2rciexp [2niw~])h'(--27tiexp [-- 2rci@iJ)g'

(3.25)

i=l

where O ( - l/z ") = O) is given in the local coordinate system - 1/z(1). This expresses
the N-point correlation function of primary fields on the torus in terms of correlation
functions on the plane.
3.8

Consistency of the sewing procedure

There are several consistency conditions that must be satisfied by the correlation
functions obtained by the sewing prescription. First of all, we need to check that if
we calculate a correlation function on the sewed surface with N~ of the external fields
on the surface ZI, and N 2 of the fields on the surface E2, and then analytically
continue one of the external points through the annulus from Z 1 to Z 2 (or vice versa)
the resulting correlator is identical to that calculated by directly taking N 1 - 1
points on Z t, and N 2 -I- 1 points on Z 2. Secondly, the correlation functions involving
the stress tensor T(z) and 7'(z-) should be related to the derivative of the correlation
function with respect to the moduli of the surface. (This is easy to see from the path
integral formulation. Since the stress tensor couples directly to the two dimensional
metric in the action, the change in the correlation function due to a variation of the
metric induced by the moduli of the surface should be given by the insertion of a
stress tensor in the correlator). Thus knowing that the stress tensor generates
deformation with respect to the moduli on the surfaces ZI and Z 2, one should be
able to prove that the stress tensor defined on the combined surface through the
sewing prescription generates the deformation with respect to the moduli of the
combined surface. Third, and most important criteria is related to the fact that the
same Riemann surface may be obtained by sewing spheres in many different ways
and/or for different values of the sewing parameter (figures 6 and 7). An example of
this is that while obtaining a torus by sewing two spheres, z and - I/T gives the same
torus. One must, then, make sure that these different ways of making the Riemann
surface all give the same answer for the correlator.
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These questions have been analyzed in detail by Sonoda (1988), who proved that the
sewing prescription automatically satisfies the first two criteria. Furthermore he also
showed that if the sewing prescription is such that all four point functions on the
plane are independent of the sewing prescription, and furthermore, all one point
functions on the torus are modular invariant, then all other correlators on all other
Riemann surfaces are independent of the sewing procedure.
3.9 Rational conformal field theories on Rieraann surface
So far we have analysed general conformal field theories on Riemann surfaces, but
now we shall restrict ourselves to rational conformal field theories, and study the
implication of eq. (3.17). As mentioned in the last section, rational conformal field
theories are characterized by a finite set of primary fields ff~, and an infinite set of
secondary fields associated with each primary field, labelled by (I)~;~r.Thus for a rational
conformal field theory, (3.17) may be written as,

<~,;~,,7,""" ~p.:J.,/. >
~-3+N

=Z... E E...
a,

a3,_3.stt,~

H (t,)*';',-*'~'(~,)~';',-*~

Z

~.-3.s,~,-3.s

i= 1

2#-2+N

x

ll
,.=1

<q)~;,;,;-,.,~,-,(0)(l)~-,;,r,.,5-,(1)(l)~-,;,r,.~-,(2)>

(3.26)

where in the sum over intermediate states (l)i, we have divided the sum in two parts;
first we sum over all secondary states (l)~,,,,,r,associated with a given primary state q),,,
and then sum over all possible %. Next we use the fact that,
<@.,.,;,,.,.,~.,(O)~z,;,,.,.,~z,(1)~,;.,;,;.,.,~r,(2)>
= f"

¢1.,.,(,.) N(,.) .,(m) ,'(,.) l(m) ; ( , . h ~'1~(,.) ,v(,.) ,-,,(,.) ;(m) ;(,.) ;I,.)'l

(3.27)
which, when substituted into eq. (3.26), gives,
20-2+N

<%,:J,.~,'"%;J,.~> = E"" Y~
~l

I~

3g-3+N

"". ~

2g-2+N

c~r,,r,,,r,
,~(,.) ;(,.)

i(,.)

a,.)~]

,=lfl ( tl)h':i'-c/24 ,.=lfl f(Ol(l,.)'Og(2,.)'~3 ,'I ,'2 ,'3 ,J

I~

×

H

Gt~-3+N m = l

30-3+N

-.-E

-~'""

~

tit

~3w- 3* N

~

20-2+N

TI (r,r ",~',-*'~ ll

I=l

m=l

/(a;,.,.~,~,.,..,,.,~,..,~,.'~"~,."l..,
..~ ,,

d

\ ,.=1 f~r"~"~;"F({ai}'{h}'{/3k}'{Jk})

× F((,,,}, {f,}, (/M, {~}))

(3.28)
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where
F({oq}, {h}, {ilk}, {Jk}) = ~
X

"'"

Z
.

13g-3+N

13e-3~N

3g 3+N

I-I
I=1

|=1

m=, C~;""r'~'r'

(tl) h';i'-c/24

]'-T

£[~(m) ~(m) ~(m) ;(m) ~(m) ;(m)'~i

l l

J~,~l

,~'2 ,u~3 , ' 1

,'2

,'3

'J

m=l

m=l

(3.29)
Notice that we have absorbed the coefficients C~,r,~,,,~,r, into the functions F, F; the
fusion rule coefficients f~:"~'r'~" indicate that only those terms contribute to the sum
for which all the fusion rule coefficients f~'r'~r'~'r' are non zero.
Equation (3.28) expresses the correlator as a sum of terms, each of which is a
product of a holomorphic and an antiholomorphic function. We shall call these
holomorphic functions F as holomorphic blocks. If we draw the q~3 diagram
corresponding to a given representation of the Riemann surface as sewed spheres,
then for each such F we can assign a primary state label ct1 to each internal line of
the diagram. On the other hand, to the external lines of the diagram we can assign
the corresponding labels fit- This diagram has the property that only those vertices
exist for which the fusion rule coefficients are non-vanishing. This way one can count
the total number of holomorphic blocks, it is simply the total number of ways of
assigning internal primary fields to the corresponding ~3 diagram consistent with
the fusion rules.
As has been explained in figures 6 and 7, there may be different q~a diagrams
corresponding to the same process. The sum in (3.28) should be taken over all possible
ways of assigning internal labels to a fixed q~a diagram. For a different q~3 diagram,
we shall get a different set of holomorphic blocks F, but the final correlator must be
the same in both representations. This implies first of all that the number of
holomorphic blocks corresponding to these two diagrams must be the same; this
follows from eq. (2.31). Secondly, the new set of blocks P must be appropriate linear
combinations of the old set of blocks F.
In the previous discussion we have implicitly assumed that all the fusion rule
coefficients are either 0 or 1. The generalization of this result to the case where some
of the f~pv are larger than 1 is straightforward. For a given q~3 diagram with a given
assignment of internal primary fields, the number of ho!omorphic blocks associated
with it will be given by the product of the fusion rule coefficients at each vertex.
As we have mentioned before, from a practical point of view eq. (3.17) is not a
convenient starting point for analyzing the correlators of conformal field theories on
a Riemann surface, since with this description there is no natural notion of varying
the coordinates of the external lines keeping the moduli of the surface fixed. Instead
eq. (3.18) provides a convenient starting point for this purpose. We could have analyzed
(3.18) in a similar fashion, but this time, instead of getting product of ( 2 g - 2 + N)
3-point functions on the sphere, we shall get a (2# + N)-point function on the sphere.
But multi-point correlation functions on the sphere may be expressed in terms of
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products of three point couplings of primary fields by using the operator product
expansion as in §2, and can be represented in terms of ~o3 diagrams. So the final
expression for the correlator will again have a form similar to that in eq. (3.28),--a
sum of terms each of which is the product of a hoiomorphic and an anti-holomorphic
function of the moduli, and the coordinates z~ of the external fields on the Riemann
surface. The number of such terms is again the number of possible ways to label the
internal lines of a q~3 diagram.

4. Differential equation for the holomorphic blocks
4.1 General formalism
In the last section we showed that the general structure of a correlator in a rational
conformal field theory is that R can be expressed as a sum of a finite number of terms,
each of which is the product of a holomorphic and an anti-holomorphic function.
These holomorphic functions, which were called holomorphie blocks, were expressed
as power series expansion in various modular parameters. Although such expressions
are useful in determining the asymptotic form of the holomorphic blocks near various
boundaries of the moduli space, they are not useful from a practical point of view in
determining the functions completely. In particular, various invariances of the
correlator like the modular invariance, as well as invariance under translation of the
argument of one of the external fields along non-trivial closed cycles on the surface,
are obscure in the form of the holomorphic blocks given by the power series expansion.
In this section we shall describe how to calculate these holomorphic blocks, or more
precisely, how to derive an ordinary differential equation whose independent solutions
give the holomorphic blocks associated with a given correlator. As we shall see, this
differential equation will possess all the invariances of the correlator*.
The main idea is the following (Mathur et al 1989; Mathur and Sen 1989). Consider
a set of n holomorphic functions fi(z), (1 ~< i ~< n) of a complex variable z. Consider
an arbitrary linear combination f(z) = Y.ia~fi(z ) of the f[s. Then the following identity
holds:
ft
af~

......
......

f.
af.

f
af
=0

d.- lft

......

0 . - tf.

a.-t/

a"f,

......

~"f.

a"f

(4.1)

where 0 denotes derivatives with respect to z. Expanding the determinant, we get,
n-I

O"f + ~, ~k,(z)O'f = 0

(4.2)

r=O

* There are various other approaches (Eguchi and Ooguri 1987;Mathur and Mukhi 1988)for deriving
partial differentialequations for correlators on higher genus Riemann surfaces.
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where,

~k=(-- 1)~-kWk

(4.3)

Wn

and,

Wk = det

fl
Ofl

f~

Ok- if1
Ok+ l f t

O k - Ifn

(4.4)

Ok+If~
o~

O~f~

Equation (4.2) gives an nth order differential equation for the function f This has n
independent solutions. But we have already seen that the equation is satisfied by the
functions fi for 1 ~<i ~<n. Thus (4.2) gives a differential equation whose n independent
solutions are the functions f , .... f , .
From (4.4) we see that,

(4.5)

w . _ ~ = w'. = w '
which gives

~n_l(z)=

Wn_ 1 _
w.

OW
w

(4.6)

where, for later convenience, we have defined W = W,.
In the study of holomorphic blocks, we have seen that for a given correlator,
depending on how we represent the Riemann surface, we may get different sets of
holomorphic blocks. These sets are not identical, but the members of one set are
linear combinations of the members of the other set. If however, we write down the
differential equation satisfied by a set of holomorphic blocks following the above
procedure, by regarding the holomorphic blocks as functions of any one of the
arguments, then this differential equation will be independent of the set of holomorphic
blocks that we choose, i.e. it will always be the same for a given correlator. This
follows from the fact that the differential equation is uniquely fixed by the linear span
of its solutions, and two different sets of n functions which are linear combinations
of each other, satisfy the same nth order differential equation. Another way to see
this is the following. If we consider the set of solutions fj(z) related to f~(z) by,

~i(z)= ~, Aof~(z)
J

(4.7)

then the corresponding 17Vk'Sare related to Wk'S by the equation,
lTVh(z) = (detA) Wk(z)

(4.8)

and hence ~'k'S, which involve ratios of W{s remain invariant.
Due to the same reason, the coefficients of the differential equation will be covariant
under modular transformations, as well as translation of the locations of various
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external fields along various cycles of the surface, although the holomorphic blocks
themselves, are, in general, not so.
In the rest of the section, we shall show how to determine the differential equation
(i.e. the coefficients ~,) for the holomorphic blocks associated with various correlators.
The main point is that knowing the asymptotic behaviour of various holomorphic
blocks near various boundaries of the moduli space, we can determine the asymptotic
behavior of the coefficients ~, near these boundaries. These asymptotic behaviors,
together with the required symmetries of the functions ~,, can then determine the
differential equations completely. We shall demonstrate this procedure for four point
functions on the sphere, zero and two point functions on the torus, as well as zero
point function on the genus two surface.

4.2 Four point function on the sphere
In this subsection we shall show how the method outlined above can be used to
derive differential equations for the four point function on the plane (Mathur et al
1989). In particular we shall derive a second order differential equation for the four
point correlator of primary fields belonging to the fundamental representation for an
SU(N) WZW theory with arbitrary k. This equation has been derived by Knizhnik
and Zamolodchikov (1984) using Sugawara relation of WZW theories.
Let us consider the following four point correlator of primary fields:
<4,"(z,)~'~(z2)~,,(z~)~,,(z,)>

where ~ and ~ belong to N and N representations of SU(N) respectively.
For primary fields belonging to the fundamental representations N,/V of the SU(N)
current algebra, the fusion rules are N ® N = A ~ S, and N ®/V = I (~ G. Here I and
G denote primary fields belonging to the identity and adjoint representations of SU(N)
respectively, whereas S and A denote primary fields belonging to the SU(N)
representation of dimensions N ( N + 1)/2 and N ( N - 1)/2, formed from symmetric
and antisymmetric combinations of the fundamental representation respectively. The
above fusion rules mean that the only non-vanishing fusion rule coefficients of the
form fNN÷ appear when ~ is A or S, whereas the only non-vanishing fusion rule
coefficients of the form f N ~ appear when ~ is I or G. The various primary fields have
dimensions (Knizhnik and Zamolodchikov 1984)
NZ-I
hN = 2N(N + k)'
hA=

N
h~ = N +-----k

(N - 2)(N + 1)
,
N ( N + k)

hs=

(N + 2)(N - 1)
N ( N + k)

(4.10)

There are two current blocks in this process, which may be displayed as in figures 8, 9
and 10 respectively. Let us consider the current blocks corresponding to f(~). They
satisfy a second order differential equation of the form:
Oz f(1) + ~t O,,f(l) + ~bof(l) = O.

(4.11)
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ZI,~

Z2

z

S

~Z 4
(o)

(b)

Figure 8. s-channel representation of the current blocks in SU(N) WZW theory.

ZI~

Z ~ Z
(g)

_"Z3

4
(b)

Figure 9. t-channel representation of the current blocks in SU(N) WZW theory.

We want to find out the behavior of the current blocks as a function of zl near z2,
z 3 and z4, and use this information together with (4.4) a n d (4.3) to find the behavior
of the functions W k and ~bknear z I = z 2, z 3 and z 4. N o t e that, since W k are independent
of which set of current blocks we choose (up to an overall multiplicative factor), we
can use the set of current blocks that is most convenient for us to determine the
a s y m p t o t i c behavior of the Wk'S. Thus, for example, the behavior of the current blocks
near z~ = z2 is best studied by using the current blocks s h o w n in figure 8, whereas
the behavior near z i = z 3 and zl = z4 m a y be studied using figures 9 and 10 respectively.
These asymptotic behaviors m a y be determined from the k n o w n conformal weights
of various fields given in (4.10). A crucial point to note is that for f(1), the graph of
figure 8(a) does not receive any contribution when the intermediate state is a p r i m a r y
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0

(o)
Figure 10.

(b)

u-channel representation of the current blocks in SU(N) W Z W theory.

state. This is a consequence of pure SU(N) group t h e o r y - - s i n c e we are looking at
f(x) where the two external states belonging to the N representation combine into
the symmetric representation S, they cannot go into A. However a secondary state
over A can belong to the S representation. This gives the following behavior of the
independent current blocks in f(~) as a function of z~ near z 2 , z 3 , z 4 :
7 t l ) ~ (Z 1 --

Z2)-2hN+hA+!

~ I ) ... (zl - z3) -2h" and

~¢1) ,., (zl - z4) -2h" and

and

(zl - z 2 ) -~'+h"

(z, - z 3) -~'N÷'°
(Z l - - Z4)-2hN+ho

(4.12)

where 7 (~), 7 (t) and 7(~) are the current blocks corresponding to figures 8, 9 and 10
respectively. Also in each case the current block behaves as zi-2h, as zl ~ .
Combining these results, we get the following behavior of the Wronskian W - I4:2.
W

-

z2) -~'+~'+h~

~

(zl

..,

(z, - z3) - ' h . + h ° - '

(zl - z,,) -4h'+h°- I
~ z i -*hN-2, a s z l ~ .

(4.13)

Using (4.10) one can show that
-- 12h~ + 2h G + h A + hs - 2 = - 4hN -- 2.

(4.14)

We also know that the only singularities of W in the zt plane are at z z , z 3 and z,,
since the correlator, and hence the holomorphic blocks are singular only at these
points. This uniquely fixes W up to a multiplicative constant:
W = C(z I - Zz)-4h'+hA+hs(Zl -- Z3)-4h~+h°-'(Z 1 -- Z4)-4h'+h°-I

(4.15)
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where C is a zl independent constant. Thus

0~, W ( z l )

¢,(zx .... z , ) -

W(zl)

1

= (4hN -- ha -- hs)

+ (4h N - h~ + 1 ) . - -

Z 1 -- Z2

+ (4hN -- ho + 1 ) - - .

Z1

1
Z3

1

1

(4.16)

Z 1 - - Z4

In order to calculate ~'o, we need to calculate Wo. F r o m (4.12) we can calculate
the asymptotic behavior of I4:0 in various limits, and get,
Wo"(-2hN+ha

aszl--.z 2

+ 1 ) ( - 2 h N + h s ) ( Z 1 --z2)-2W2

Wo~-(-2hN)(--2hN+h~;)(Zl--Z3)-2W2

as z, --*z3

Wo~-(-2hs)(-2hN+hG)(zt-z4)-2W2

aszl ~z 4

Wo,..2hN(2hN+ 1)zi-2 W 2

aszl~oo

(4.17)

which gives the following form of Wo:
W 0 = C(z

I -

Z2)-4hN+h,~*hs-2(Zl

_

Z3)-4hs+ha-3(Zl

__ Z 4 ) - 4 h s + h ~ - 3

x P(z 1, z2, z3, 2 4 )

(4.18)

where C is the same z, independent constant that appeared in the expression for W 2,
and P is a polynomial of degree 4 in z~, with the properties:
P ( z , , z 2, z 3, z,,) ~- ( - 2hN + ha + 1)( - 2h N + hs)(Z ,
P(z1,z2,z3,z4)

-

z3)2(zl

"~ (-- 2hN)(-- 2hN + hG)(Z, - z 2 ) 2 ( Z l

P(zl, z2, z3, z4) "" ( - 2hN)( -- 2hN + hG)(Z, -- Z2)2(Z,
P(z,,z2,z3,z4) ~- 2hn(2hn + 1)z~

a s z l ~ oo.

-

Z4)2 as z, ~ Z 2

-

Z4)2 a s z ,

-

23) 2 as z, ~ z4

""* Z 3

(4.19)

Due to translational invariance P must be a function of the differences in the z{s
only, so we shall express it as a function of z, - z2, z, - z3 and z, - z4. Furthermore,
since under a scaling zi --, gzi, the current blocks pick up overall multiplicative factors,
W o / W 2 picks up a factor of 2 -2. C o m p a r i n g the expressions for W2 and Wo we see
that under this transformation
P ( 2 z l , 2z2, i Z 3 ,

I Z 4 ) ---- 24p(zt,

z2, z3, z4).

(4.20)

Finally we notice that P cannot have any pole as function of z 2 , z 3 and z4, since if
it has a pole, then the ~'0 - 14'0/I4:2 term will dominate the differential equation near
the singular point, and we will not get solutions with power law singularity near the
singular points. Combining these results we see that P is a homogeneous polynomial
of degree 4 in the variables z, - z2,z, - z3 and z, - z4, with the asymptotic behavior
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given in (4.19). The most general form of P consistent with these properties is given by,

P(zx, z2, z3, z4) = ( - 2ht~ + ha + 1)(- 2h~ + hs)(Zt - z3)2(zt - z,) 2
+ ( - 2hN)(-- 2hN + ha)(zt - z2)2(zx - z4) 2 + ( - 2hN)(-- 2hN + ha)
X (Z 1 - - Z 2 ) 2 ( Z 1 - - Z 3 ) 2 "~ (Z I - - Z 2 ) ( Z 1 - - Z 3 ) ( Z 1 - -

z,)(al(z I

-

-

z2)

+ az(zl - z3) + a3(zl - z4))

(4.21)

with,
al + a2 + a3 + (-- 2hN + ha + 1)(- 2hN + hs)

(4.22)

+ 2 ( - 2 h ~ ) ( - 2h N + ha) = 0.
Combining these results we get,
14/o [ ( - - 2hN + ha + 1)(- 2h N + hs)

V~o-~-~ = L

Z! -- Z3) 2

-~ ( - 2h~v)(- 2hN + ha) +
(z~ -

z,) e

z3)(zl

-

z,)

a3
(z~ - z2)(z,

]

°'
+ (zl -

(-- 2hN)(-- 2hN + ho)

~ , - z-~
- z3)

a2

-I
(g I

-- Z2)(Z 1 -- Z4)

(4.23)
"

It remains to determine the constants a l , a 2 and a 3. These can be determined
by noting that i) in the Ze-~z3 limit, the current block appearing in figure 10(a)
behaves as (zl - z4)- zhN(z2 - z a)- 2hN,hence this functions must satisfy the differential
equation (4.11) in this limit without making any further restriction on z l; ii) in the z2-~z,
limit the current block appearing in figure 9(a) behaves as (z~ - z3)-2hN(Zx -- Z,)-2hN,
hence this function must satisfy (4.11) in this limit. Using these constraints we can
determine the constants a x, a2, a3, and the final differential equation for f(l) takes
the form:

O~lf(l)

_

~ - 4 h N_ +_ h_ s_ + h A
(.

+

--4hN+ hG-- 1

Z1 ~ Z 2

Z 1 -- Z 3

+

- 4 h N +- - h G Zl

[(--2hN+hA+l(--2hN+hs)
+ L
~ z ~

+

+ ( - 2hN)( - 2h N + ha)
(zl _ z4)2
+{ -(-

2hN + hA + l ) ( - 2hN + hs)

i

1 1 O~f(1)

Z4

(--2hN)(-2hN+ho)
(z, - z~)~

'

'

+ 2hN(- 2hN + ha)} (zl - z2)(zl - z3) + (zx - z2)(zl - z4)

}

+ {2hN(10hN -- hs - hA -- 2hG + 1) + (-- 2hN + hA + 1)(-- 2h N + hs) }

,

]

x (z I _ z3)(zl _ z4) f(1) __ 0
Validity of (4.22) may now be verified using (4.14).

(4.24)
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A similar differential equation can be derived for f(2). It will have the same form
as (4.24), except that hs and h A are now interchanged. These equations agree with
those derived by Knizhnik and Zamolodchikov (1984).

4.3 Partition function on the torus
Next we turn to the computation of the holomorphic blocks relevant for the calculation
of the partition function on the torus. By our general arguments in the previous
section, the metric independent quantity to be considered is the ratio of the partition
function of the conformal field theory, and the partition function of a free scalar field
theory raised to cth power. With the standard choice of flat metric on the torus, the
partition function of a free scalar field theory takes the form (Imz)l/2l~l(z)[2. This is
modular invariant by itself. Thus, with this choice of metric, the partition function
of the conformal field theory will be modular invariant even before being divided by the
appropriate power of the partition function of the free scalar field theory. Hence we
can analyze the partition function directly. The corresponding holomorphic blocks
are nothing but the characters introduced in §2. Under modular transformation, the
characters ~i(z) transform into linear combinations of each other as

where S and Tare constant matrices. Thus if the theory has n characters, the characters
may be regarded as n independent solutions of an nth order modular invariant
differential equation.
The ordinary derivative 0, does not transform covariantly under modular transformation ~ - - , - l/z acting on functions with nontrivial modular transfolmation
properties. Thus, for example, if a set of functions fi transforms under modular
transformation as,

J

\

~/

J

then,
C3r+ I fi('¢ + 1) = ~ Tijfj(T),

t~_ infi

-

+ rz ,+1 ~,Sofj(z)

i j u t j j t T)

(4.27)

J

We see that the right hand side of (4.27) contains an inhomogeneous piece. This may
be remedied by defining the covariant derivative in the moduli space:

i~r

~"

= a, - T E 2 ( ~ )

(4.28)

where E 2 is a known function of z, known as the second Eisenstein series, which
transforms like a holomorphic connection on moduli space:
E2(z + 1) = E2(z),

)
E 2 ( 1--3

= Z2 E2(~) + 63
i~-"

(4.29)
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Acting on functions of the form fi with modular transformation properties given in
(4.26) ~ ' ~ f i transforms covariantly:

~t'_.'l/~f,(-~) =z'+2~S,j~["fj('c).

(4.30,

In the following we will suppress the superscript (r) on ~. Thus for example, acting
on the character g~, we shall define,
~rzik = --,~7~(2k- 2) O~(2k__~-4~ ... ~o~gi"

(4.31)

If the theory contains n characters, then by the general discussion at the beginning
of the section, the characters may be regarded as n independent solutions of an nth
order differential equation of the form:
n--I

~7;~ + ~ ~k(r)~k;~ = 0

(4.32)

k=O

~k are modular functions of weight 2 ( n - k) (Ogg 1972), i.e. they transform under
modular transformation as,
~k (lr-I-1)-----~k (1~),

~k(--~)=Z2(n-k)~k(T )

(4.33)

which is required for the modular invariance of the differential equation. The
coefficients ~k may be expressed in terms of the n linearly independent solutions
;(1 .... Z, of the differential equation (or, in other words, the characters) as,
~k = (-- I)"-~ lYV'k/ITF,

(4.34)

where,

17Vk = det

XI

......

/(n

~ k - I Xl

......

~ k - I X.

~k+1~( I

......

~k+Ix.

(4.35)

Also, for convenience of notation we define
I7I/= I7I/..

(4.36)

Since the individual characters ;tl .... X, are expected to be non-singular in th~
space, so are I4'k. Thus the functions ff~ can only be singular at the points where W
vanishes. The number of zeroes of W in the moduli space can be calculated from its
asymptotic behavior in the r---, i ~ limit, which, in turn, may be calculated from the
asymptotic behavior of the characters derived from the known central charge and
conformal dimensions of the theory. Once we know the number of zeroes of 17V,we
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know the maximum number of poles that the ff,'s can have. This, together with the
fact that if, transform covariantly under modular transformations, allows us to write
down an expression for the each of the ff,'s in terms of a certain number of arbitrary
constants. These constants are then fixed by calculating the asymptotic behavior of
the characters in the T ~ i oo limit (this asymptotic behavior may be calculated to
arbitrary accuracy) and demanding that they satisfy the differential equation in the
asymptotic limit.
Thus the first task is to calculate the number of zeroes of W in the fundamental
region in the moduli space (i.e. upper half plane/SL(2, Z)). The latter number may be
expressed in terms of the total number n of characters, the central charge c and the
conformal weights h i of the primary fields associated with these n characters as follows.
In the ~--, i oo limit, the character Xi associated with the primary field of weight hi
behaves as exp[2ni(hl- c/24)Q. Thus, from (4.35) and the asymptotic behavior of
Ez,Ez(z)---, 1 as T ~ i o o , we get*

~V,~expI2rci(~ht-nc/24)r ].

(4.37,

Equivalently, one may say that I7I/has an nc/24- Ehi order pole in the variable
q = exp [2~i~] at ~ = i oo. On the other hand, since there are altogether [n(n- 1)/2]
derivatives involved in the construction of W, W transforms like a modular form of
weight n(n- 1) up to a phase. Then a well-known theorem (Ogg 1972) tells us that
the total number of zeroes minus the total number of poles of I71/in the interior of
the moduli space is given by,
-

~hi +2-4+ncn(n12-1)

(4.38)

Since I7I/can never have a pole in the interior of moduli space, the expressin (4.38)
must be positive or equal to zero. Also, the number of zeroes of I71Iin the fundamental
domain is always a multiple of 1/6, since ITVis a single-valued function in the upper
half r plane. (The fractional number of zeroes has its origin in the fact that the point
= i is shared by two copies of the fundamental region of the moduli space, whereas
the points exp [ + in/3] are shared by three copies of the fundamental region. Thus
a single zero of lTVat i will be counted as a 1/2 order zero in the moduli space, while
a single zero at exp [ + in~3] will be counted as a 1/3 order zero.) Calling the total
number of zeroes of f f in the moduli space to be I/6, we get,

l n(n-1) nc ~hi
-6 =

+

(4.39)

where I is zero or a positive integer /> 2.
Equation (4.39) gives a constraint on the central charge and conformal weights of
the primary fields of any rational conformal field theory, to which we shall come
back in the next section. But let us now see how we can apply our method to derive
differential equations for characters of known rational conformal field theories. We

* We are a s s u m i n g here that all h~'s are different.
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shall take the example of Ising model, which has c = 1/2, and the three primary fields
I, tr and e have dimensions 0, 1/16, and 1/2 respectively. Thus the characters satisfy
a third order differential equation of the form:
2

~3Z + E ffk(z)~Z = O.

(4.40)

k=O

From (4.39) we get 1 = 0, showing that ITvdoes not have any zero in the interior of
the moduli space, and hence the coefficients if, will be free from any singularities in
the moduli space. Thus ~, is a modular form of weight 2 ( 3 - r). It is a well-known
result in the theory of modular forms that there are no modular forms of weight 2,
there is only one modular form of weight 4 (up to an overall multiplicative constant)
given by the fourth Eisenstein series E4, and one modular form of weight 6, given
by the sixth Eisenstein series E 6. Thus the differential equation (4.40) takes the form:
~ 3 Z -t- ]21E4~rZ -1- P2 E6 Z = 0

(4.41)

where #t and/~2 are two constants. These constants are now determined by demanding that in the z--. i ~ limit, the three characters behave as exp [ 2 n i z ( - 1 / 4 8 ) 1
exp [ 2 r t i z ( l / 1 6 - 1/48)], and exp [2~iz(1/2- 1/48)] respectively. Plugging these into
(4.41), and using the asymptotic behavior of the E2,'s ( E 2 , ~ 1 as z ~ i ~ ) , we get,
20
#~ = 9

391
192'

23
/a2 = - 2(24)3

(4.42)

This completely determines the differential equation.
Similar differential equations may be obtained for the characters of any theory. In
the present case we only needed to use the leading behavior of the characters, since
the number of undetermined parameters were few in number. In a more complicated
case, we have a large number of parameters, but in every case we can keep sufficient
number of non-leading terms in the power series expansion of the characters in powers
of exp[2rtiz] so as to be able to determine all the constants. (This power series
expansion is given by exp [2ni(h i - c / 2 4 ) T ] Enanexp[2nin~], where an is the number
of secondary states at the nth level).
4.4 Two point function on the torus
We now turn to two point functions of two primary fields 4~ on the torus. The
holomorphic blocks are functions of two variables, the modular parameter z, and the
difference in the location of the two points on the torus where the external fields are
inserted--we denote this by z in complex coordinate system on the torus. Thus if
there are n holomorphic blocks, we can label them by fi(z, z), 1 <~ i ~< n. We shall show
how to derive differential equations for the holomorphic blocks f~ in the coordinate
z, keeping the parameter z fixed. We start by listing some properties of the holomorphic
blocks fi:
i) Under the translations z ~ z + l
and z ~ z + z , fi---~Ej(M~)~jfj and Y.j(M~)iifj
respectively. Here M , and Mr are constant matrices, known as the m o n o d r o m y
matrices for the a and ~ cycles on the torus.
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ii) One can choose a basis of f where Mo is diagonal (figure 11). Using the
expression (3.25) of the correlation function on the torus in terms of the correlation
function on the plane, and operator product expansion on the plane, one can show
that the holomorphic block shown in figure 11 picks up a phase of exp i-2rri(hp - hp,)-I
under z --. z + 1, where ha, ha, are the conformal weights of the primary fields ~bp,~p,
shown in figure 11. (Remember that z on the torus must be identified with the variable
w appearing in eq. (3.25)). Hence this holomorphic block is an eigenvector of M , with
eigenvalue exp [2~i(hp - ha,)].
iii) If ~b~® ~bp ~ ~b~,, then ~b~® ~b~,,,~ ~b~. Since ~b/~and ~b~ have the same conformal
dimensions, it follows that if exp[2rri(ha-hp,)] is an eigenvalue of Mo, so is
exp [2hi(ha, - ha) ].
iv) By modular invariance, the eigenvalues of M , coincide with those of M,.
v) By representing the torus as a parallelogram with opposite sides identified, one
can see that the effect of going around the point z = 0 is given by the matrix
M ~ M , Mff I M~ -1
vi) We can also choose a basis of the fi's in which they are eigenstates of the matrix
M ~ M ~ M ~ 1M~- ~ (figure 12) which corresponds to taking z once around the origin. In
this case, using operator product expansion, we can see that the eigenvalue corresponding to the holomorphic block shown in figure 12 is given by exp [27ri(h a -2h~)].
vii) Under modular transformation T:z--* z + 1, zi ~ zi, and S:r--* - llz, zi--* zJr, f~

Figure 11. Holomorphic blocks for the two point function of a rational conformal field
theory on the torus.

Figure 12. A differentrepresentation of the holomorphic blocks for the two point function
of a rational conformal field theory on the torus.
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transforms to ( M r ) i i f i and ( M s ) i J ~ respectively, where M s a n d M T are constant
matrices.
Let us now consider the W r o n s k i a n s Wk defined in eq. (4.4). We shall also write
W = W,. F r o m the properties of f/ q u o t e d above, we can derive the following
properties of Wk:
i) U n d e r a change of basis of the f~'s, W k is multiplied by a z-independent constant.
ii) U n d e r z ~ z + 1, Wk ~ (det M , ) lick = Wk, since the eigenvalues of M , come in pairs
of the form exp [2rri(k a - ha,) ], exp [2ni(h a, - ha) ]. By m o d u l a r invariance, W k is also
invariant under z ~ z + z.
iii) By the property (v) of the fi's q u o t e d above we see that W k must remain invariant
under z---, exp [2hi] z. Thus W k is a m e r o m o r p h i c single valued function on the torus,
with poles only at z = 0. W can at most a p p r o a c h a constant as z--, 0 (in which case
W is independent of z) but never be zero at z = 0, since then Wwill vanish identically.
Also, if W has a pole at z = 0, then the o r d e r of the pole must be /> 2, since there is
no single valued function on the torus with only a simple pole at z = 0.
Now, we have already seen that the h o l o m o r p h i c blocks s h o w n in figure 12 form
eigenstates of the transformations z ~ exp [2~i] z with eigenvalue exp [2ni(h a - 2h~)].
M o r e specifically, this h o l o m o r p h i c block behaves as z h` 2h, as z ~ 0 * . The n u m b e r
of h o l o m o r p h i c blocks of this type is given by f~p. Thus the bevavior of W in the
z ~ 0 limit is expected to be of the form z z'I'~h,-2h'~-n~n-w2 where n = YBf~p is the
total n u m b e r of h o l o m o r p h i c blocks. Thus the order of the pole of W at z = 0 is given
by,

k = - ~ ' f ~ a h a + 2 h ~ ' f ~ ' aB+ ( ~ f ~ a ) ( ~ f ~ l J - l ) / 2 " p

(4.43)

F r o m the previous discussion we have seen that this n u m b e r must be 0 or an integer
/> 2. This condition is similar to the one given in (4.39), and must be satisfied by all
rational conformal field theories.
iv) U n d e r m o d u l a r transformations T : ~ z + 1 and S:z--* - l/z, W k ~ ( d e t M r ) W k
and rt,~,+ i)/21-k (det Ms) W k respectively.
The h o l o m o r p h i c blocks fi(z, z) m a y be considered as independent solutions of an
nth order differential equation of the form:
n-I

t~nf + ~ ~b,(z, z ) d ' f : 0

(4.44)

r=l

where ~kk are given in terms of IV, by eq. (4.3). F r o m (4.3) it follows that ~'k(Z, Z) is a
m e r o m o r p h i c single-valued function of z with poles at z = 0 and at the locations {qt}
of the zeroes of W = W,. The order of the pole of ~bk at qt is at most equal to the
order of the zero of W at that point. Also, since in the z--*0 limit all the solutions
of the differential equation have a power law behavior of the form z ~ for some #, the

* This is the maximum allowed singularity, but in actual practice there may be extra integer powers of
z, this will become clear in the later analysis. These extra powers of z do not affect the analysis that we
are doing now.
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maximum singularity of @,(z, t) allowed near z = 0 is z "-n. This restriction also holds
for the behavior of the qJ,'s near the points q~.
Finally, from the modular transformation properties of the W k, we get,

q~,(z, • + 1)= ¢,(z, t)
~b,( z, - ! ) = t"-'~b,(z, t).

(4.45)

Applying the second transformation (4.45) twice, we get,

~,,(- z,t) = ( - 1)"-'~,,(z, t).

(4.46)

We shall now describe our strategy to find the differential equations satisfied by
the holomorphic blocks, i.e. to find the functions ~,. First we find out the singular
behavior of the Wronskian W near z = 0 using the operator product expansion. Since
W is analytic and single-valued away from z = 0, it can either be singular like z-P
with p >/2, or a constant. ( W cannot vanish, since this would imply that there are
less than n independent holomorphic blocks, contrary to our assumption). Suppose
first that one finds W--, constant as z ~ 0. This, combined with the single-valuedness
of IV, immediately implies that W is a constant function on the torus (Mumford
! 983). Then one can write down the most general nth order differential equation with:
i) No ~"- ~f term (~O,_ 1 = 0 by eq. (4.6)).
ii) All ~, even or odd, by eq. (4.46), and having a highest order pole ~ z'-", with
possible subleading poles in z, but no singularity away from z = 0.
Then one has, for example,

0 . - ~(z, t) = ~1 (t)~(z, t) +/~l (t)
¢,._ ~(z, t) = ~2(t)a~(z, t)
~b,_4(z, t)~3(t)02 ~(z, t) +/~(t),~(z, t) + ?3(t)

(4,47)

etc. In writing down (4.47) we have used the fact that the derivatives of the Weierstrass
function p provide a convenient basis for meromorphic functions on the torus with
poles only at z = 0. In particular,
O" p, ~ z - " - z +

constant + 6)(z)

(4.48)

so that each element of this basis has no subleading singularities.
Next we impose the constraints of modular invariance. Using (4.45) and the modular
transformation properties of the Weierstrass functions,

/~(z, t + I) =/~(z, t)

(z

~-,-

= t2p(z,t)

(4.49)

we conclude that the leading coefficients ~g(t) must be modular invariants, so that
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they are constants independent of z*. The fli(z) are modular forms of weight two, but
there are no modular forms of this weight, so they must all vanish. The 71's are
modular forms of weight four, the space of such forms is one dimensional (Ogg 1973), so
they may be expressed as products of a z-independent numerical constant and some
given weight four modular form, say, the fourth Eisenstein series E4. In general, the
space of modular forms of a given weight is finite dimensional, so the determination
of ~i, Vi, 6~ etc. reduces to the evaluation of a finite number of numerical coefficients.
The ~,. are most easily determined by inserting the known singular behavior of the
conformal blocks in the equation. For the ?i and other modular forms, it is necessary
to consider the limit z -4 i oo, z-4 i 00. In this limit one can study the series expansion
of the available modular forms and the known behavior of the blocks to fix the
unknown coefficients.
Finally we discuss what happens if W(z) is not a constant, i.e. if it has a pole of
order t> 2 at the origin. If it turns out to have a pole of order n (say) at z = 0, then
we may express W up to a multiplicative constant, as,
n-2

W = c~"-2/~(z) + ~ A, c3"-2-r,~(z) + A,

(4.50)

r=l

where A, is a modular form of weight r t. Thus all the A,'s are parametrized by a few
r independent normalization constants. These may be found by studying the
asymptotic expansion of W keeping a sufficient number of non-leading terms. All the
other W~'s may be determined in a similar way. The values of W, obtained this way
may be used to calculate ~,, using eq. (4.3).
We shall now discuss two explicit examples. The first example that we shall consider
is the two point function of two isospin I/2 fields in the k = I SU(2) WZW model.
In this case the number of current blocks is two, as shown in figure 13, and hence
we expect a second order differential equation of the form,
~ 2 f -4- ~//1(Z,'C)G3f "4- ~bo(Z,'C)f

= O.

(4.51)

First we compute W = W2. We determine W by its singular behavior near z = 0; for
this purpose it is convenient to choose the independent f ' s as the current blocks

* If W(T) has zeroes as a function of ~, then the coefficients % fl~ etc. may have poles at the location of
the zeroes of W, and will be modular functions instead of modular forms. The number of zeroes of W
may be inferred from a) its asymptotic behavior in the z ~ i o o limit ( W ~ exp[2niaz]), which, in turn, may
be determined from the asymptotic behavior of the holomorphic blocks, and b) its transformation property
under ~ ~ - I # ( W ~ ~bW up to a phase), which may be determined from the conformal weights of the
field whose correlator is being calculated. The number of zeroes of W in the fundamental domain is then
given by ( a / 1 2 - b) (Ogg 1973). In all the cases we shall discuss explicitly, this number can be shown to
be zero, hence the i:oefficients of expansion are indeed modular forms. If this number does not vanish,
then the coefficients of expansion in various ¢,~'s can have poles, whose number is determined by the
number of zeroes of W. The most general functions of this form may again be expressed in terms of a
finite number of numerical constants, which, in turn, may be determined by studying the asymptotic limit
of the various holomorphic blocks.
t Again, in principle A,'s could be modular functions with poles, but in the cases discussed in §3, they
can be shown to have no poles.
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'/2

0

t/2

(o)

(b)

Figure 13. Current blocks for the two point function of isospin half fields in k = 1 SU(2)
WZW theory on the torus.

shown in figure 13. Since h o = 0 and hi~2 =1, the leading terms in both the current
blocks behave as z-1/2. However, if we substitute z-1/2 for f l and f2 in eq. (4.4) the
determinant will vanish identically. Thus we should keep the first non-leading term
as well, which comes from graphs where the intermediate state in figure 13(a) or (b))
is a secondary over the identity. The lowest lying secondary J t l l l > has vanishing
expectation value on the torus due to SU(2) group invariance, hence the first
non-leading contribution comes from the secondary J"_ ~J t , II > of dimension 2. This
gives a contribution to fi of order z 3/2. The determinant may now be evaluated by
subtracting off appropriate multiples of f t from f2 so that the leading term in f2
drops out, and we get,

t
W~

z- L/2
- ~1z - 3/2

Z3/22~
3 1/

,-, 1.

(4.52)

Thus W has no singularity near the origin, and hence must be a constant. This gives
~kI = 0 from eq. (4.6).
Let us now turn to ~'0. ~bo can have at most a double pole near z = 0. Let the
coefficient of the double pole be ~. Then, taking f ~ z" near z = 0 we get, from eq. (4.51),
/~(# - 1) + 0t = 0.

(4.53)

Near z = 0, we have already found that the two possible solutions are z - 1/2 and Z 312.
These must correspond to the two roots of (4.53). This immediately gives ~t = - l Since W is a constant, fro has singularities only at z = 0. Furthermore, by applying
(4.46) one can see that fro(Z) in this case must be an even function of z, thus it cannot
have a simple pole. Hence it must be of the form:

~o(Z, ~) = - ~/~(z) + ~(~)

(4.54)

where/~(~) is a z independent function of ~. N o w we impose the constraints (4.45).
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From eq. (4.49) it follows that,
fl(z + 1) = fl(z)
fl ( - - ~ )

= z2fl(x).

(4.55,

In other words, fl(z) is a modular form of weight 2. But there are no modular forms
of weight 2, hence fl(z) must vanish. This gives the final equation:
d2f --

3
~ / ~ f = 0.

(4.56)

The next example we shall consider is that of k = 1 E7 WZW model. We discuss
this example since this is the simplest one for which W is not a constant. There are
two primary fields (Verlinde 1988), I and ~b, satisfying the fusion rules I ® I = I,
I ® q~ = tp, and ~ ® tk = I. The field ~b has dimension ¼. The two current blocks are
constructed in a way analogous to the k = I SU(2) W Z W model. As in that case, the
leading behavior of the two point function of two ~b field near z = 0 comes from the
primary field I on the right hand side of the OPE, and is of order z - 3/2, whereas the
next to leading behavior comes from the intermediate state JL x J L x l l ) , and is of
order z ~/2. Thus W ~ z -2. This fixes W = W2 to be/~(z) up to an overall multiplicative
constant, using the fact that Wtransforms covariantly under a modular transformation.
The maximum singularities of W~ and W0 are of order z-3 and z -4 respectively.
Using eq. (4.6) and various modular invariance constraints, the differential equation
may be written as,
fid2f

--

8 ~ 8 f + (at82~ + yE4)f = 0

(4.57)

where r, and y are some numerical constants. The coefficient ~ may be fixed by looking
at the short distance behavior of the current blocks as z-*0, this gives a = - 1 / 8 .
The coefficient y, on the other hand, may be determined by looking at the limit
lmT ~ ~ , lmz ~ oo. In the limit, the current block shown in figure 14(a) behaves as
exp [2nih, z] = exp[3niz/2]. Plugging this asymptotic behavior in eq. (4.57) we get
y = - 3n2/4. Thus the final equation is,
~t~2f

--

d/~t~f +

1 -2
37t2
-- ~d /~ -- T E 4 J f

= 0

(4.58)

Some other more complicated examples have been studied by Durganandini
(Durganandini 1990).

Figure 14. Current blocks for the two point function of • field in k = 1 E, W Z W theory
on the torus.
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4.5 Genus two characters (Mathur and Sen 1989)
We have seen that the partition function of a rational conformal field theory may be
expressed as,
Z = ~ lf~l2

(4.59)

i=1

where n is the number of holomorphic blocks expected to appear in the partition
function according to the usual counting rules. The functions fi are metric dependent.
On the other hand, for the same choice of metric, the partition function of a free
scalar field on the Riemann surface may be expressed as (Nelson 1987)
Z e = (det Imf~) 1/2 IfBI 2

(4.60)

where ~ is a g x 9 matrix, known as the period matrix of the Riemann surface, and
f a is again metric dependent. However, the ratio*,
.
f~
c Z ~ : (det Imfl)-¢/2,=~t ~
(Z,)

2

= (det Imf~)-¢/2,=~t 1~'12

(4.61)

where c is the central charge of the RCFT, is independent of the choice of metric,
since the metric dependence of the numerator and the denominator cancels. The ~i's
are now holomorphic functions of the moduli, without any dependence on the metric.
Although Z/(Zs) c is modular invariant, (det Im~) is not, and hence E~l~iJ2 is not
modular invariant. Instead, it is modular covariant. Although one could work directly
in terms of the characters ~, it is more convenient to work with the 'normalized
characters'. On genus two surface, we define,
Zi -- Ac/2o

(4.62)

where A is the unique modular form of weight 10 on the genus two surface, without
any zeroes or poles in the interior of the moduli space. More explicitly,
A=

]-I (~[~](OIn)) ~
=

(4.63)

even

where v[ct](01fl) is a genus two v function with spin structure [ct] (Mumford 1983).
One can show that IA[ 1/1o(det Imfl)- t/2 is modular invariant, hence E ilzil 2 is modular
invariant. In other words, under a modular transformation,
Xi ~

~, Sijzj
)

(4.64)

where S is a unitary matrix.
* Here, for simplicity,we are assuming that the partition function is given by the diagonal combination
of the characters, but this assumption is not essential for our analysis.
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Genus two surfaces may be represented by a sphere with 6 branch points (Farkas
and Kra 1980). In other words, it is described by the equation:
6

y2 = l-I (x - 2,)

(4.65)

i=I

where x, y are complex variables. The location of three of the branch points can be
fixed to any three points using SL(2, C) invariance, the locations of the other three
points may be taken to be the three complex moduli of the genus two surface. In
what follows, we shall illustrate how to derive the differential equation for the
characters of a rational conformal field theory in one of the varia61es, say 2, keeping
the locations of all other branch points fixed at 22 .... 2 s (say). Given a set of characters
X1.... ;~., we define,

w,=

OXl

......

OX.

O'-~Xl
O'+ lZl

......
......

0"-1~.
O'+ lX.

O"Z1

......

O"Z.

(4.66)

where ~3denotes derivative with respect to 2. The differential equation may then be
written as
(-- I)"-'W, OrX = O.

(4.67)

r=O

The W,'s are constrained by the fact that the differential equation must remain
invariant under an SL(2, C) transformation on 2 together with all the 2,'s. Furthermore,
it must be invariant under any permutation of the five 2~'s. Finally, by knowing the
asymptotic forms of the various Z,'s near various boundaries using the gluing procedure
discussed in the last section, we can determine the asymptotic behavior of various
W,'s near these boundaries. Using these constraints we can determine the W,'s and
hence the differential equation uniquely for any given theory. We shall now illustrate
this method through a simple example,--that of k = 1 SU(2) W Z W theory.
On genus two, the k = I SU(2) WZW model has four holomorphic blocks as
illustrated in figure 15. Here I and • denote the fields belonging to the identity and
spin half representations of the SU(2) group respectively. This theory has c = 1, and
following eq. (4.62) we define,

Xl- A1/zo.

(4.68)

Equation (4.67) is of order 4, hence we need to find five W,'s (0 ~<r ~<4) to determine
the differential equation for the X,.
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Figure 15. A ~3 diagram representation of the hoiomorphic blocks representing genus two
characters of a rational conformal field theory.

Figure 16.
points.

Degeneration of a genus two surface into a genus one surface with two marked

Figure 17.

Degeneration of a genus two surface into two genus one surfaces.

As in the previous cases, we need to study the asymptotic behavior of the characters
near various boundaries, and use these to determine the differential equation. There
are two relevant boundaries, shown in figures 16 and 17. The boundary shown in
figure 16 is best described by taking a torus of modulus z2 with two marked points,
P1 and P2 separated by a distance z12 (measured in the coordinate system in which
the torus is represented as a parallelogram of sides 1 and ~ with opposide sides
identified), and sew the torus with itself with the plumbing fixture parameter t, t ~ 0
limit then describes the boundary shown in figure 16. To make the discussion more
concrete, let us use the hyperelliptic representation of the torus as a sphere with four
branch points, described by the equation:
5

y2 = I-I (x - ).i)

(4.69)

i=2

where x and y are complex variables, x is a good coordinate on the toms away from
the branch points ;ti, and we shall take the points Pi away from the branch points.
In that case, without any loss of generality, we can take the points P1, P2 to be of
the form {Xo,[H~=2(Xo-2i)] 1/2} and {Xo,- [Fl~=2(Xo- 2i)] x/2} respectively. The
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reason for this is that due to translation invariance on the torus, the only relevant
variable is the distance z 12 between the points Px and P2, the location of the individual
points on the torus is irrelevant. Using this freedom, any pair of points on the torus
may be brought into the configuration given above, the value of x 0 being determined
by the distance z t 2- We choose z "~ = x - x o and z ~2) = x - x o as the local coordinates
near P~ and P2 respectively, and sew the surface at these points through the
identification:
(4.70)

ztl)z ~2) = - t.

In other words, we identify the points ( x , [ l - I ~ = 2 ( x - 2 i ) ] t/2) and ( X o - t / ( X - X o ) ,
-[H~=2(Xo-t/(X-Xo)-2i)]t/2).
F r o m this we see that x is a good coordinate
everywhere on the sewed surface except at the original branch points 2 , and two
new branch points, given by the solutions of the equation x = Xo - t/(x - Xo), i.e.
x = x o + x/-~tt.

(4.71)

Calling these two new branch points x o + x//-S-t as 2 and 2x, we see that the sewed
surface may be described as a plane with second order branch points at 2,21 .... 25.
In other words, it describes a genus two Riemann surface.
Thus we see that the boundary shown in figure 16 corresponds to the limit where
two of the branch points in the hypereUiptic representation of the genus two surface
approach each other. In the following analysis, we shall be interested in studying the
behavior of the characters as function of the location of one of the branch points
(say 2) keeping the other branch points 2t .... 25 fixed. F r o m (4.71) we see that in the
iimite 2---,2t, we can identify the plumbing fixture variable t as,
t .-. (2 - ,;tl )2.

(4.72)

The modulus z2 of the torus that is left after degeneration is simply the torus described
by the branch points 22 .... 2 s. Thus we may write,
(4.73)

~2 = ~ 2 ( 2 2 ' 2 3 ' 2 4 ' 2 5 ) "

Finally, the distance z12 between the locations of the two points on the residual
torus where the gluing takes place are given by the distance between the points
{Xo, [Fl~=2(Xo - 23] 1/2 } and {Xo, - [H~=2(Xo - 23] 1/2 } on the residual torus. From
eq. (4.71) we see the' x o is given by (2 + 2t)/2 = 3.1 + (2 - 2t)/2. Thus if z~(21 .... 25)
denote the value of z12 for 2 = )-1, then we have,
zt2 = z~(~.t .... 25) + 0(2 - ).t).
Finally, one can show (Farkas and K r a 1980) that in the limit 2 ~ 2 t ,
components of the period matrix behave as,
talt~2~/Int,

~12--.ztt~,

f~22~z2.

(4.74)
the various

(4.75)

We now study the behavior of the individual holomorphic blocks as 2 ~ 21 (say),
at fixed values of the other 2i's. Using the results of the last section, we get the
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following asymptotic behavior of the various quantities:
f B = t - 1/24Fo('t'2)

f l = t - 1/24F 1 (T2)
f 2 ----t - 1/24F2('c2)

f3 = t-1/24"+hGl (z12, 72)
f 4 = t - 1/24 +hG2(z12,'~2)
A = t(r](T2)) 24

(4.76)

where h = 1/4 is the dimension of the field ~, F 1 and F 2 a r e the two independent
holomorphic blocks for the two point function of identity fields on the torus, i.e.
genus one character, and G 1 and G2 are the two independent holomorphic blocks
for the genus one two point function with two external • fields. Fo(T2) is related to
the partition function of a free scalar field theory on the torus, and can be shown to
be given by (r/(~2))- 1 for the standard choice of flat metric on the torus. We shall
not, however use this result in our analysis, since we want to carry out the analysis
in a metric independent way. In writing down eq. (4.76) we have ignored all corrections
of order t. Using (4.6l), (4.62), we get
X I = t - 1/20 Ft (r2)/((r/(T2))6/5 Fo(T 2))

X2 = t - l/2° F2('c2)/((~(~2))6/S Fo('~2) )
X3 = ti/4- l/2° Gl (zt2, T2)/((I'l(T2))6/S Fo(T2))
Xa = t 1/4 - 1/20 G2 (212, z2 )/((r/(z2))6/5 F o ( z 2 )).

(4.77)

Now note that since ~2 is independent of 2 to order (2 - 3.1)2, XI and X2 are the same
functions of 2 up to corrections of order (2 - 21)2. Thus two independent holomorphic
blocks may be constructed out of Xt and X2 whose asymptotic behaviors as 2--,21
are (2 - 21 )- 1/1o and (2 - 2x)2-1/lo respectively. On the other hand, since z12 depends
on (2 - 21) linearly, X3 and ~4 are linearly independent as a function of 2 once we
include the order (2 - 21) corrections. Thus the two independent holomorphic blocks
constructed out of Xl and ~2 near 2 = 2 1 may be taken as ( 2 - 2 1 ) I/2-1/I° and
(2- 21) 1+ 1/2-1/1o. Substituting these forms in (4.66) we get the following behaviour
of W, as 2---,2i for any i,
IV, ~ (2 - ).i)"-4-12/s.

(4.78)

On the other hand, as 2--, ~ the independent holomorphic blocks may be taken to
be 1, 2-1, 2-2 and ).-3 respectively. Thus IV, behaves as
W, ,'- 2'- 16

(4.79)

in this limit.
We also need to study the behavior of the W,'s as we take 2~--, 2j keeping 2 as well
as the other 2k'S fixed. In this limit the individual holomorphic blocks X~ behave as
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(,ai _ 3.j)- t/t0, (3.~_ 3.i)- t/to, (3.~_ 3.~)x/2- x/1o and (2i - 3.i) 1/2 - 1/1o respectively*. This
gives the following behavior of I4', in the limit 3.~~ 3.j,
IV, ,-~ (3.i - 2i) 3/s-

(4.80)

On the other hand, as 3 . ~ oo, each of the holomorphic blocks Zi goes to a finite
value. Thus IV, must also go to a finite value as 3.i ~ ~ These relations, together with the fact that IV, has no other poles in the 2 plane,
determine the form of I4, to be,
5

5

IV,= [-I (3._3.,),-4-,2/5
i=t

[I

(3.,-3.J)3/Se,(3.,{2,})

(4.81)

i<j=l

where P, is a polynomial of degree 16 - 4r in 3. and 4 - r in each of the 3.u Using
translational invariance we see that P, must be a function of the difference 3 . - 3.~
only. Permutation symmetry involving the 2{s tell us that P, must be invariant under
permutation of the five 3.{s. Finally, since each character Z~ should be invariant under
a scaling of the form 3 . ~ 3 . , 3 . ~ 3 . i , W, transforms to c~'-to W,. F r o m this we can
conclude that under this overall scaling of 3. as well as all the other 2/'s, P,-~ ~t 6-4,p,.
The above properties already give,
5

5

W 4 = 1--I (2--3.,) -,215
i=t

l-I (3.,-3.i) 3/5

(4.82)

i<j=l

and,
5

5

W ~ = a W , = - 5 ,12 __IfIt (2 _ 3 . , ) - t - t 2 / ~

5

17[ (3., 3.~)~/~ y, [ ] (3. - ,t~ ).
i<j=l

J=lk~i

(4.83)
We now need to find P, for 0 ~< r ~< 2. Let us start with Pz. We have seen that P2
is a polynomial of degree 8 in 3., degree 2 in each of the 3.~, is a symmetric function
of all the 3.1, is invariant under translation of all the 2{s and 3., and transforms to ~aP 2
under an overall scaling of all the 3.{s and 3. by ~. This fixes the form of P2 to be,
Pz = at ~ ( 2 - 3.~,)2(3. _ 3.i2)2(3. _ 2~)2 (3. _ 3.t,)2
P

+a2~(3.-3..)2(2-3.i2)2(3.-3.1~)2(3.-3.i,)(3.-2i,)

(4.84)

P

where E~, denotes sum over all permutations, with each term appearing only once.
In order to determine the constants a t and a2, we use the fact that the characters
must remain invariant under a simultaneous SL(2, C) transformation 2i ~ 3.71,3. ~ 3.- 1.
This gives, from eq. (4.66),
W2(3.- 1, {3.; 1}) = 3.16 W2(3., {3.,}) + 6). is W3(3., {3.,})
+ 363.1" I4'4(2, {3.,}).

(4.85)

* Note that the different holomorphic blocks used for calculating the W,'s have to be linearly independent
as functions of 2, but not of 21 in order to get a non-vanishing answer for the IV,.
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We now use (4.81) and (4.84) to express W2 in terms of the coefficients al, a2, substitute
this into (4.85), and compare the coefficient of 2 ~'~ on both sides. This gives,
18
a2 = 5

ax
2

(4.86)

Comparing coefficients of other powers of 2 gives equivalent relations.
A similar analysis may be done for W~ and I4Io. The analog of (4.84) for Pt and
Po are respectively,
P1 = bl ~ ( 2
P

- ,~il)3(2

-t- b 2 ~ (2
P

--

-- 2i2)3(2

--

)3(2 -- 2i2)3(2

2,,

2i3)3(2

--

,~i4) 3

--

2/3)3(2

--

2i,)2(2

2i, )

--

i

-t- b 3 )~(2 - 2i, )3(,~. - JL,2)3 (,~. - ,~.i3)2 (,~. - ,~.h)2 (2 -- 21,) 2

(4.87)

P

and
Po

= Cl ~(2
P

- 2il )4(,~, -- 2i2)4(2

+ c2 ~ ( 2 - 2 . ) ' ( 2

_ 2i3)4(,~ _ 2i4)4

- 2~2)'(2 - 2,~)4(2 - 2 j 3 ( 2

P

- 2~.)

+ c3 Z ( 2 - 2,,)'()~ - 2,2)4(2 - 2 , . ) 4 ( 2 - 2 i . ) 2 ( 2 - 2,.) 2
P

+ c. Z(2 - 2,,)'(2 - it.)'(2

P

+ c5 Z ( 2 - 2 . ) ' ( 2

- 2,~)3(2 - 2~4)3(2 - 2~.) 2

- 2,2)3(2 - 2 , . ) 3 ( 2 - 2 , . ) 3 ( 2 - 2,.) 3.

(4.88)

P

Thus the differential equation for the characters takes the form,

~(+-ff,__2.~1

03X+

(,

al~=l(2_2i)---------~+a21~.,<l(2_2,)(2_2j)
02X

1

+ c2

1

a,)3(a-

5

÷ c3,E.

1

1

(a- a,)2(a- aj) 2

1
+ c . j<~J,,j.k(
X
2 -- 21)2(2 -- 2j)(2 -- 2k)

+c5,< ~

1

<,(~-~,)(~-~j~-~)(~-~,)

) z =°.

(4.89)
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D e m a n d i n g invariance under inversion, we get,
Wt (2-1, {271 } ) = _ 3.1 s WI (2) - 23.17 W2 (2) - 6212 i413(2) - 24215 W4 (2)
i4/o(2-1, {~.-~ }) = 420 I4,,0(2).

(4.90)

These, in turn, give the following equations for b i and q,
b2

=

1
3b
~ a l -- ~ 1

- -

12
5

b3 = al + bl

(4.91)

and
C2 ~

-- C 1

C3 ~

~C 1 --

3

3

~C4

c5 = - 3c4.

(4.92)

Thus it remains to determine the coefficients a~, b~, c~ and c4. T o do this we first
study the differential e q u a t i o n (4.89) in the limit 2---, ),1. T a k i n g a trial solution of the
form Z ~ ( 2 - 21 )u, we get the following indicial equation:
12
U(~ - 1)(~ - 2)(# -- 3) + ~ # ( / ~ - 1)(# -- 2) + a,/z(~ - 1) -- b l # + c~ = O.
(4.93)
The four solutions to this equation must be # = - 1 / 1 0 , 2 - 1/10, 1 / 2 - 1 / 1 0
3 / 2 - 1/10, as we have seen before. This gives, together with (4.91), (4.92),

at =

19
100

bl -

43
125

cl =

133
1250"

and

(4.94)

Finally we turn to the coefficient c4. In order to find this constant, we shall study
the solutions near the b o u n d a r y shown in figure 17, where the genus two surface
breaks up into two genus one surfaces. This b o u n d a r y is best described in a
representation where the genus two surface is constructed by sewing two genus one
surfaces. T h u s we start with two tori, represented by the equations:
4

=

I-I

l=l

-

4.

Y22= 1-I (x2 - 212))
i=l

(4.95)
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respectively. D u e to translation invariance on the torus, sewing a torus at a n y one
point is equivalent to sewing it at any other point. F o r convenience, we shall sew the
first torus at the point x~ = 2~u with the second torus at the point x 2 = 2]2). x~ and
x 2 are not g o o d local coordinates near these points, but z m =(x~-4(41)) ~/2 a n d
z t2)= ( x 2 - 2~2))x/2 are; so we sew the two surfaces with the identification:

(4.96)

Z(1)Z (2~ ~ -- t,

This gives the location of the branch point 2~2) in the x~ plane as,
t2

2t4x) + --~'g2~_ 4~z)

i = 1, 2, 3

(4.97)

and hence the final surface m a y be described as a plane with six second order b r a n c h
/d/(2) - 2~z~), ( i = 1,2,3). F r o m here we can see
points at 4~1~ ( i = 1,2,3) and 2~41)+ p2
~ /~,~
that a b o u n d a r y where a genus two surface breaks up into two genus one surfaces
is described by a situation where three of the six branch points c o m e close to each
other, the typical separation between these points being of order t 2 where t is the
plumbing fixture variable.
Let us first take three of the points 23, 44 and 25 to 0, 1 and ,:~ respectively using
SL(2, C) invariance, and then take the limit where the points 41 and 42 a p p r o a c h I.
The differential equation (4.89) then takes the form:

~4Z+5\)~-\-] -

--

2 ~3Z+

(3a,÷3a2)o~__l_l)2+3a 2 . . . . . . .

( (3b 1 + 6b 2 + h 3 ) ( ) ( 2 ' l ~

4(2

- 1)

+a,

2 ~- '~ z

,

+ (3b 2 + 3 6 3 ) 2 ( 2 _ 1) 2

-[-362~T( Zl)+b,~:~ ")Z-t- (3cl +6c2+3c3+3c4)()_-i) 4
1

1

+ (3c2 + 6c4 + c 5 ) ) ~ f Z 1) ~ + (3c3 + 3c4)22(2 _ 1) 2

,

,)

+ 3c223(2 - 1) + c~-4- Z = O.

(4.98)

We shall n o w explicitly derive the k n o w n a s y m p t o t i c form of the solutions in this
limit, and plug it back into (4.98). In the limit we have considered, the genus two
surface degenerates into two genus one surfaces, one described by the branch points
at )~, 0, 1 and o~, and the other described by the branch points at 0, ~ , t2/(21 - 1)
and t2/(22 -- 1) respectively in the x plane. We shall call the moduli of these two tori
zl and z 2 respectively. Standard analysis tells us that two of the independent solutions
m a y be written as,
(~'~ 12 )-1/10 Vi(r 1 )~("g 1 ) J / S F j ( z 2 ) r l ( Z 2 )

-1/5

(4.99)

where F i are the genus one characters. A factor of (tl(zi)) comes from the partition
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function of the free scalar field theory*, whereas a factor of (II('Cl)) - 6 / 5 c o m e s from
the term involving A in the denominator. The factor of (Q12)-1/1o also comes from
the term involving A in the denominator. In the t ~ 0 limit, the period matrix is given
by f~11 = zl, Q22 = t2, and fl~2 oct. In order to express these functions in terms of
the variables 4~, we use the relation (Farkas and Kra 1980)*:
O0
2 O0
4=~ 2 Eol](f~),~
Elo](t~)
2 O0
2 O0
[oll(n)~ [oo3(n)
2 O0
2 01
~ [oo](O),> [lo](n)
41= 2 oo
2 ol
•
Elo](~)~' Eoo](n)

(4.100)

One can, in principle, also express 22 in terms oft)u, but we do not need it here. In the
limit ~12--*0, we get,
4 = "°+li°l(t')

,o+[o°](.'rl)
41 = 1 + 4a22 (a~>[°°](tl)
(4.101)

where c~ denotes derivative of the v function with respect to the t argument. F r o m
(4.101) we get,

'Lk
× k

)J

_

(4.1o2)

Using the above equation, and noting that in the limit considered, t2 is a function
of the ratio (4 t - 1)/(22 - 1), and hence not of 2, we may express the ,1. dependent
parts of the solutions (4.99) for fixed values of the other 4+'s as,
¢~ o

~ )

)

.

(4.103)

The above two solutions must exactly satisfy the differential eq. (4.98). In the t I ~ i oo
limit, 4 approaches 1, as can be seen from eq. (4.101). More precisely,

4 - 1 ~ exp(i~tl)

(4.104)

in this limit. From this we see that the solutions (4.103) behave as ( 2 - 1 ) -1/2°,
and ( 4 - 1)9/20 respectively, since the characters F~ behave as exp(-irczl/12) and
exp(i~tl ( 1 / 2 - 1/12) respectively. Plugging in a solution of the form ( 2 - 1)~ in (4.98)

* We are now using the result that with the standard fiat metric on the torus, the partition function of
a free scalar field theory is given by (Imt)lt/(t)1-2.
t The formulae quoted here differ from those of Farkas and Kra (1980) by an SL(2, C) transformation.
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near the 2 ~ 1 region, we get the indicial equation:
#(# - 1)(# - 2)(# - 3) + ~-6/z(# - 1)(# - 2) + (3a t + 3a2)#( # - 1)
- (3bl + 662 + ha)# + (3cl + 6Cz + 3c3 + 3c4) = 0.

(4.105)

Since # = - 1/20 and/~ = 9/20 must be solutions of this equation, we get two new
equations involving ai, bi and ci. Since all the coefficients ai, b~, ci have already been
determined in terms of the parameter c4, we get two linear equations for c4. Both of
them give
c4 = - 0.0977375.

(4.106)

Using this value of c4, and the values of a l , bl, ct given in (4.94), we can compute
all the coefficients appearing in (4.89) using (4.86), (4.91) and (4.92). We get,
a I = - 0.19, a2 = 3.695, bl = - 0.344, b 2 = 0.353, b 3 = - 2.934
cl = - 0.1064, c2 = 0" 1064, c a = - 0.01299375, c 4 = - 0.0977375,
c 5 = 0.2932125.

(4.107)

This finishes our derivation of the differential equation for the characters of the
k = 1 SU(2) W Z W model. Similar differential equation for the characters of k = 1 G2
and F4 W Z W theories have also been derived in Mathur and Sen (1989).

5. Conformal field theory on the upper half plane
So far we have discussed formulation of conformai field theories on Riemann surfaces
without boundaries. In this section we shall discuss the formulation of the conformal
field theories on Riemann surfaces with boundaries. In analysing conformal field
theories on such surfaces, we encounter two different types of operators. One type of
operators are given by local fields defined in the interior of the surface with certain
boundary conditions. Correlators involving these operators can be analysed along
the same lines as in the case of Riemann surfaces without boundaries. There are,
however, another kind of operators, which are defined only on the b o u n d a r y of the
surface. In this section we shall mainly analyze correlation functions of operators of
this kind.
5.1 General Analysis
We shall choose the simplest Riemann surface with boundary, namely, the upper half
plane (Cardy t986; Sen 1990). We shall start by describing the Hilbert space structure
of the theory, and then define and analyze the correlation functions.
The Hilbert space of the theory admits a symmetry algebra, known as the Virasoro
algebra, generated by an infinite set of generators Ln(- oo < n < oo):
[Lm,

L~] =

C

(m - n) L~+n + ~ ( m

3

- m)fi,+,,o

(5.1)
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where c is the central charge of the algebra. The states in the Hilbert space form
representations of this algebra. Each irreducible representation of the algebra contains
a primary state I~b~) satisfying:
L.14~) = 0 f o r n > 0,

Lol~b~) -- h~14~,)

(5.2)

and an infinite set of secondary states generated from the primary state by the L_.'s:
IO~,> = L _ , , ... L_.,l~b,).

(5.3)

Here the index i stands for the set of integers {nl,...n,}. The complete set of states
in the Hilbert space contains many (in general infinite number of) irreducible
representations, each containing a primary state [~b,>, and the secondary states
generated from it. Using the commutation relations (5.1) one can generate all
independent secondary states by taking the set of integers {nl,-"n,} in descending
order.
We define the vacuum state 10> as the primary state satisfying a stronger constraint:
L,[0> = 0forn/> - 1.

(5.4)

An inner product in the Hilbert space of states is defined by the relations:

< 4,,14.~ > = t.~

(5.5)

L* = L_,

(5.6)

and
where l~a is a real matrix, l,p vanishes unless h, = ha, and can be chosen to be 6,p by
an appropriate choice of basis for the states 14~,>, but we shall work with a general
choice of basis. If we define the state <~b~l as,

( ~ 1 = Y,(t- 1),p(Opl

(5.7)

(4,~,14,~) = 6,B.

(5.8)

#

then,
The vacuum state is taken to be its own conjugate. Thus,
( 0 1 0 ) = 1.

(5.9)

Equations (5.5), (5.6)2 (5.1) and (5.2) allow us to calculate the inner product between
any two states in the Hilbert space. From this we can define the inner product matrix
in the full Hilbert space:
l~,~,pa= (~..,lOaa > = l,,pKo

(5.1o)

where K u is a computable matrix. If we define,
<~.,I = ~ (1- a).,,:pa <~a.jl

(5.11)

0.)

then,

(~.,l%.j) = ,Lp6,

(5.12)
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and

~l~at,/><~./I = I

(5.13)

at, i

where I is the identity operator.
In order to define correlation functions in the theory, one must first define
appropriate local field operators in the theory. To every state ]@) in the Hilbert space
we associate a local field operator @(x) with the property that,
*(0)10) = I * ) .

(5.14)

A local field associated with a primary (secondary) state is known as primary
(secondary) field. We shall show that the conformal field theory is completely specified
(i.e. all the relevant correlation functions on the real axis are determined) by giving
the set of weights {hat} of the primary states and the three point functions of the
primary fields:

c , ~ = < 4,atl4,~(x = 1)14,~>

(5.15)

for all ct, 13,y. The correlation function of a set of local fields on the real axis is defined as,
(~I(Xx)'"~N(XN)> = (OIR(Ox(Xl)'"~N(X~))IO)

(5.16)

where R denotes radial ordering. If z denotes complex coordinate on the upper half
plane (with Re z = x), the radial ordering implies that the fields are ordered from
right to left in the order of increasing Izl value. (Although so far we have taken the
arguments of the fields to lie on the real axis, we shall soon see that in order to use
the full power of conformal invariance we need to continue some of the arguments
to the upper half plane.) If we define coordinates t and tr through the relation:

z=exp(t+ia),

-ov<t<ov,

0~<a~<r~

(5.t7)

in the upper half plane, and interpret t and tr as time and space coordinates respectively,
then radial ordering has the interpretation of time ordering.
We shall now describe some of the fundamental properties that a conformal field
theory on the upper half plane is required to satisfy. As we shall see, these properties
lead to a determination of all the correlators in terms of the quantities {hat}, {C~#~},
and at the same time gives restrictions on these quantities. We shall, however, not
try to analyze these conditions in detail, but simply assume that we are given a set
of {hat} and {Cater} so that the correlation functions computed from them satisfy the
criteria below.
i) If we define,
T(z)=

~
n~

-- 0o

L.z -"-2,

T(~?)=

~
n =

L.e -"-z

(5.18)

--oo

then T(z) and T(z-) are local fields, and any correlation function involving various
factors of T(z/), T(ff/) and ¢b/(xi) has the property that it is a single-valued (anti-)
meromorphic function on the upper half plane as function of z~(w~) with poles only
at points where z/(w/) coincide with another zi(wj), or the location xi of one of the
fields ~ / o n the real axis.
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ii) The residues of poles at the points z~= x i are governed by operator product
expansions of the form:
R(T(z)~(x)) =

~,
II ~

(z- x)-"-25f.t~(x)

(5.19)

--o0

where £ ~ , ~ are again local operators on the real axis. Equation (5.19) is valid inside
any correlator. The operator product R ( T ( z ) T(w)) has a similar form which is a
consequence of the commutation relations (5.1), and will be given later. For any field
we have,
- x ~(x) = Ox~(x)

(5.20)

showing that L~
a_ 1 is the generator of translation.
iii) The correlation function (~1 (xl)... ON(XN)> has singularities and/or discontinuity
on the real axis only when two of the xi's coincide. One consequence of this is that
the correlation function has no singularity at x i = - x ~ , although for xl = - x ~ + e
and xi = - xj - e the correlation function is expressed in terms of vacuum expectation
values of products of operators with different ordering. Note, however, that we do
not require that the correlation functions have well defined analytic continuation in
the complex plane. For example, the analytic continuation of the correlation function
into the complex x~ plane from the regions x~ > xj and x~ < x i may be very different.
iv) We identify the points at z = oo in the upper half plane, giving the surface the
topology of a disk. Then the points x = _ oo on the real axis are identified, and the
real axis acquires the topology of a circle. In this case the region x~ > x2--- > x N can
be continuously connected to the region x 2 > x3... > XN > X~ by moving x~ on the
real axis through the point at oo, and hence the correlation function <~1 (xl).. '~N(XN)>
in these two regions are related to each other by analytic continuation of xt through
the point at oo (but without leaving the real axis). This symmetry is known as cyclic
symmetry of the correlators, To be more precise, one can map the correlation function
on the real axis to correlation function on the unit circle by an SL(2, C) transformation
which maps the upper half plane to the interior of the unit disk, in this form the
cyclic symmetry implies the correlation function is an analytic function of the angular
coordinate on the circle as long as the locations of the two fields on the circle do not
coincide. In particular cyclic symmetry implies that if . 1 corresponds to a primary
field ~b, of dimension h~, then,
lim (X2)h'< Ck~,(XOO2(X2)'"ON(XN) > =
Xl~o0

lim
xl~--o0

(x2)ha<f~at(XI)~2(X2)'"f~N(XN) >.
(5.21)

v) The number of primary fields in a unit range of Lo eigenvalue (h ~< Lo ~< h + 1)
grows with h at most as a power of exp (x/~) for large h. Similarly, the coefficients
C~#r grow with h~, h# or hy at most as some powers of these variables. As we shall
see, these properties are required to prove convergence of sums over complete set of
states.
We shall now analyze various consequences of the above postulates. Equation (5.18)
gives the following boundary conditions on T(z) and ?'(f):
T(z) = T(~) o n R

(5.22)
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where R denotes the real axis. From this boundary condition we see that although
we h,.ve postulated that the correlators involving T(z) are well defined only for z
belonging to the upper half plane, we can analytically continue the argument z to
the lower half plane through the identificahVa,

T(g) = T(i).

(5.23)

The poles in the lower half z plane are determined by the operator product expansion
involving T(g). The correlator involving T(z) in the full complex plane now contains
the full information about correlators involving T(f), and hence we can work with
T(z) only. The operator interpretation of T(z) in the full complex plane is given by
(5.18), with z taking value over the full complex plane. This gives the familiar contour
integral representation of the L,'s (Belavin et al 1984),
1 t"
L. = ~ / q) z"+1 dz T(z)

(5.24)

3o
where ~, denotes a contour around w. Standard analysis (Belavin et al 1984) now
gives the following operator product expansion as a consequence of (5.1),
c

2T(z)

~_ 0 z T ( z )

R(T(w) T(z)) - 2(w - z)a t- (w - z)2

+ non-singular terms.

(5.25)
Since every state is associated with a local field through (5.14), one might ask, given
a state I~ > and the corresponding field ~(z), what is the local field corresponding to
the state L, ICp>. To answer this question, note that, from (5.24) and (5.19),

L.l~>=l~odZZ"+'T(z)~(O)[O>
1

q~ dzz "+' Y~z'-2~.~(0)10> = ~.~(0)1o>

-~'2-~1J0

m

(5.26)

showing that b o o is the local field associated with the state L,I~>. Thus the complete
set of local fields may be taken to be the set {O,.j = ~o
... ha q~,} for all ~, and
all possible choices of the integers n,,.., n,*.
Using (5.2) we get,
h°oq~,(x) = h~dp,(x)

La,q~,(x) = 0forn > 0,

for a primary field ~b,(x). Equations (5.19), (5.20) and (5.27) then
R(r(z)4~(x)) =

commutation relations of the
the descendingorder.

* Using the
in

gives:

0~q~(x) + non-singular terms (5.28)

~(x) +
--

(5.27)

Z--X

L,'s we can always restrict the set of integers nl,.-, n, to b¢
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from which we can compute (Belavin et al 1984),
[ L., 4,,(x)] = (x "+ *0,, + (n + 1)h.x")qb.(x)

(5.29)

[Z

(5.30)

and,

~. L., 4,.(x)] = h~'(x)4,.(x) + WO,9~O.(x)

where,

~(z)=

Y'.~.z" + ~.

(5.31)

n

This gives the infinitesimal transformation of 4,,(x) under a conformal transformation
z ~ z + c(z). From this we can derive the transformation law of 4,~(x) under a finite
conformal transformation z --* f(z):
dp,,(x) "--,(f'(x))h~'4~,(f(x)) = f o4,,(x).

(5.32)

Infinitesimal and finite transformation laws of secondary fields may be found in a
similar way. We shall denote by f o ~ ( x ) the transform of a general local field cl,(x)
under a conformal transformation z--. f(z). We shall restrict ourselves to conformal
transformations for which,
f(z) = (f(2))*

(5.33)

i.e. f ( x ) is real. Thus under such conformal transformations a point on the real axis
is mapped tO a point on the real axis. We also restrict ourselves to the connected
component of the conformal group.
Given a general secondary field ~(x), we can determine .t~'.~ and hence calculate
the operator product of T(z) with ~I,(x) using (5.26). This, in turn, determines the
infinitesimal conformal transformation law of the field ~,

[L.,~(x)] = ~xz "+* ~n/
dz R (r(z)a,(x))
= m=~

__ . . .

-®~.Z"÷'~--~i(Z--X)-'-2~e'*(X)
(5.34)

° +

Integrating this equation we can find the transformation law of a secondary field
under a finite conformal transformation.
In our analysis, we shall need the transformation law of T(z) under conformal
transformations. From (5.1) and (5.18) we get,
[ ~ c , L,, T(z)] = ~+e , [ (, 2 ( n
= (2g(z) +

1)z" + z"+Xdz)T(z)+~2(n3-n)z"-Z]

c ,,, (z)
e(z)dz) T(z) + -~e

(5.35)
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from which we get,

f ~.T(z) = (f'(z)) 2 T(f(z)) +• -c~ ff"'(z)

3(f"(z)'~2"~
2\f'(z) ] ]

(5.36)

The set of generators Lo, L± t generate transformations of the form:

az+b
z--. f(Z)=cz +d,

a d - b c = 1, a,b,c, dreal.

(5.37)

Under this transformation the term proportional to c in (5.36) vanishes. This shows
that T(z) transforms as a primary field of weight two under SL(2, R) transformation.
One can also easily verify that SL(2, R) transformation preserves the cyclic ordering
of a set of points on the real axis ('cyclic ordering is defined by identifying the points
_+ oo on the real axis).
Equation (5.4) shows that the vacuum is invariant under SL(2, R) transformations.
Following the same analysis as in §2, we can now derive a set of differential equations
for the correlators of N primary fields,
N O

,_E

=o

N

8

,=,\

Ox,

~, (X,--+h,)(~P,(X,)'"q~N(XN)) =0

,(o

~ x1-~x+2h,x,
•

)

(4~(x,)...4N(xD)=0.

(5.38)

1

These equations are sufficient to completely determine the xi dependence of two and
three point functions of primary fields. We get,
(~b=(xl)q~#(x2)) = l=#{(x I

_

X2)2} h,

(5.39)

( ~),(XI)~,8(X2)~)y(X3) > = goqa~,(X 1 -- x2)h,-h.-h,(x 2 -- x3)h.-h,-h,(Xl -- x3)h#-h, -h,

for xl > Xa > xa.

(5.40)

Note that we have taken I~# in (5.39) to be the same matrix that appeared in (5.5).
In fact, we can define I,# through (5.39), and use it to define the inner product in
(5.5). From this we see that the state (q~,l may be identified as,
(5.41)
X~±OO

since this gives,

(~b,l~b#) = iim (x2)h,(4~,(x)4~#(0)) = I,a

(5.42)

x~±co

in agreement with (5.5). In fact, (5.41) may be taken to be the definition of the bra
state (~b~l corresponding to a given primary state Iq~,), (5.5) then follows as a
consequence of (5.39).
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From eq. (5.40) we get,
<~l~(1)lq~)

= lim (x2)*,(~b,(x)q~a(1)q~(0)) = K~a ~.

(5.43)

X~oO

Comparing with eq. (5.15) we get,
C,p r = K~p~.

(5.44)

The cyclic symmetry condition on the three point correlator then gives:
C~B~= Cp~ = C ~ .

(5.45)

Consider now a general matrix element of the form:
(~.,1 ~p, i(x) [~.k )

(5.46)

where
<~,,d = (~b,[ Z,, ..- Z,,
= ylim~o(Y2)*"(0I~b'(Y) ~o dzt
+ 1 2z"'
h~i

£ dz, ,..+ ~ T(z,)
T(zl)...~o,~niz

Iz, l> Iz21"- > Iz, I

(5.47)

%, j(x) = ~ _ . , . . . ~_./kp(x)

=R

(w,-x) -m'+l T(w,)...~,~ni(w,-x)-m'+'

x T(w,)dpa(x)), [wl - xl > Iw2 - xt"" > ] w , - x[
from eq. (5.19), and,

; dul,,-~,+l T(ul)...~. du' -p,
. ~ 2---~u, +'~b~(O)lO)

I~b~,,) = L _ , , ' " L-~,l~b,) = ~o~-~n/. ,
luxl > In21"" > lu, I.

(5.48)

Using (5.47), (5.48) we see that the matrix element (5.46) may be expressed in terms
of a correlation function involving ~,(y), q~p(x), ~by(0), and a number of T(zl). These
correlation functions, in turn, may be expressed completely in terms of (~b,(y)~ba(x)~br(0))
by using the operator product expansion (5.25) and (5.28) and analyticity of T(z) in
the complex plane. Fol: example, we have,

( T(z)d)l (xl) ~2(x2) ~ba(x3))
= ==1 (z ~x,,) 2 +

Z

X~

(~l(xl)~aa(X2)~3(x3))

(5.49)

and so on. Thus an arbitrary matrix element of the form given in (5.46) is known in
terms of the numbers {h~} and C ~ .
Let us now analyze the correlator (~I(Xt)'"ON(XN)) by expressing it as a time
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ordered product of operators. If, for example, Ixal > Ix21 ... > Ixr+l, then it is given by,

<OIO,(xt )'"ON(X~)IO>
= ~...

~ <OI01(Xa)I0{')><Ota)ClO2(X2)IO(2)>'''<OtN--I)~ION(XN)IO>"

(5.50)
Here the sum over each of the • (i) runs over complete set of states. <O(°'1 is defined
as in (5.11). Since each of the matrix elements is known in terms of {h~} and C~#r,
we see that the full correlator is also known in terms of {h~} and {C~#~}.
Before proceeding further, we shall test the convergence of the sums appearing in
(5.50). Let us first note that,
1
<O1102(x)103 > -- - <O11[Lo, O2(x)]103 >
h®~- h®,

_

h®,-l

h®,

(x~__x+h®,)<O, lO2(x),03)

(5.51)

since, for any field O(x),
dz

tLo,+(x)l--

Jx

+~l

n

=x~_,~(x)+~oO(x)=(x~O(x)+h®O(x)).

(5.52)

Equation (5.51) gives,
<O t 102(-x)]O35 = Xh*,-h+~-h+,<O1102(1)103> for x > 0
<O1102(x)103 > = (-- x) h+'-h+'-h*'<Ot IO2(-- 1)103 > for x < 0

(5.53)

Let us, for definiteness, take all the xl's to be positive. Substituting (5.53) into (5.50)
we get,

<01o, (x,)...<t,,,(x,,)10>
=

Z"" Z

<OIOt(1)IO(t)><O('~IO2(1)IO<~)>'"<o<N-'~ION(1)IO>

x X-ih®,...X~h®.(X2~h'"(X2]h+"...( X--~ ~""
\x~]

\x2]

\xs-~ /

"

(5.54)

Using the postulate that the number of primary states per unit range of L o eigenvalue
and the coefficients C~#r grow with h, at most as a power of exp ~//h-~,,one can show
that the matrix elements <O(i)ClO+(1)lOti+t)) appearing in (5.54), and the number of
terms appearing in the unit range of h®,,,is bounded from above by some power of
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expx~.,,,. As a result, the sum over ~"J is absolutely convergent in the range

Ixal> Ix21"" > IxNI.
We can now see that the requirement of real analyticity and cyclicity of the
correlation function imposes non-trivial constraints on the numbers {h~} and {C~p~}.
For example, for x, = - xj + e and x, = - xj - e, (5.54) gives quite different looking
expressions for the correlation functions, since the ordering of the operators are
different in the two cases. Yet, in the e---,0 limit, the two expressions must match.
Equation (5.38) reflects the invariance of the correlation functions of primary'fields
under infinitesimal SL(2,R) transformations. We can easily generalize this to
correlation functions involving arbitrary secondary fields. Thus, for example, we may
write,
Oi(xi) [ L . , O k ( x D ]
k=l

Xi~k

=0

for

m=O, + 1

(5.55)

I

where [ Lm, ~ k ( X k ) ' ] is calculated using (5.34). This gives a set of differential equations
for the correlators involving the secondary fields. Noting that for an SL(2,R)
transformation f close to the identity, eq. (5.55) gives,

( f " @ l ( x l ) ' " f '@k(Xk)) = (@l(Xl)'"@k(Xk))

(5.56)

it is clear that the integration of the differential equations obtained from (5.55) will
give us (5.56) for finite SL(2, R) transformations f. Note that the differential equation
breaks down if during the process of integration any two of the arguments coincide,
since the correlator becomes singular in this case. However, under an SL(2,R)
transformation two distinct points x~, x2 on the real axis always get mapped into
distinct points, hence we never encounter a situation during the process of integrating
the differential equations where two of the arguments of the correlator coincide. On
the other hand, the differential equations may be smoothly integrated through the
points x, = - x j, even though the ordering of the operators changes discontinuously
at such points.
We shall now turn to a specific example of a conformal field theory on the upper
half plane.
5.2 lsing model on the upper half plane
Let us consider a c = 1/2 model characterized by the Virasoro algebra,
[ L ~ , L.] =

C

(m - n) L m + . + ~ ( m

3

- m)6.,+., o.

(5.57)

The unitary highest weight representations of this algebra are characterized by the
highest weight states with Lo eigenvalues 0, 1/16 and 1/2. Let us call the corresponding
states 10), [~r) and It), and the corresponding fields on the real axis as I, tr(x) and
e(x) respectively. The SL(2, R) invariance completely determines the two and three
point correlators on the real axis up to overall normalization factors. These
normalization constants ar~* characterized by the coefficients C,ik for a set of primary
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fields 4'i, q~j and ~k through the relations:
<~b,l~bj(1)l~bk> = Ciik

(5.58)

CUk are cyclically symmetric. Using SL(2, R) invariance we get,

<C~,ld~j(x)ldpk> = xh'-hJ-h'Cijk

forx > 0

= (-- x)h'-hj-h'fikj

forx

(5.59)

< O.

Consider now a four point function of the form:

<a(xl )a(x2)~(x3)a(x,) >
in the region x, > x2 > x3 > x4. Existence of a second level null vector over the tr
field gives rise to a second order differential equation which is identical to the one
for the CFT on the plane, except that the complex arguments z~ are replaced by real
arguments. The correlation function may now be expressed as (Belavin et al 1984)
<O-(X 1 )O-(XZ)O.(X3)O-(X4) > = {(X1 - - X3)(.X 2 - - X4)} - 1/8

Y(x)

(5.60)

where,
x-

(X 1 - - X 2 ) ( X 3 - - X4)
(x,

-

x~)(x2

-

(5.61)

x,)

and Y(x) is a solution of the differential equation,
4d
3dxx2

1[1
1
16 ~ - t ( x - 1 ) 2

]

1
1
+8x(x-l~

(1
+

x~l)d
+

}
dxx Y(x)=0.
(5.62)

The general solution is (Belavin et al 1984)
Y(x)= [ x ( l - x ) ] -

i s/

( c t c o s ~0 + f l s i n ~ )

(5.63)

where 0 is defined through the relation:
x = sin 2 0

(5.64)

and ~t, fl are arbitrary constants.
Let us now set x i = x~ (a large positive number which is to be taken to oo at the
end), x2 = 1, x 3 = 0 and x4 = y, with - oo < y < 0. Then,
x=

Y

(5.65)

y_]-

and,
~

k

<tr(x~o)tr(1)tr(O)o(y)> = (x®)-t/S(l _ y ) - t / 8 y ( y _ _ _ ~ ) .

(5.66)

Now, the operator expression for the correlation function in (5.66) is given by,

<tr(x~ )a(1)tr(O)a(y) > = <0ltr(x~)R(tr(1)a(y))a(0)10>.

(5.67)
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Using the relations:

o(0)10> = la>,

<Ola(x~)(x~) 1/8 = <al

(5.68)

we get, from (5.66),

<alR(a(y)a(l))la>=(1, y)-~/s Y ( y---~i-)"

(5.69)

We now consider two cases, lYl > 1 and lYl < 1. First consider the case lYl > 1. (Since
y < 0, this implies y < - 1.) Then,
<al R(a(y)a(1))lcr> - <ala(.v)o(1)la>

= ~ <crla(.v)l~><~l,r(1)la>.

(5.70)

The sum over • runs over all the states in the theory, which consist of the primary
states 10>, [a> and le> and all secondaries over them. N o w the fusion rules (which
follow from the existence of null vectors and are exactly the same as in the case of
CFT on the plane) gives a ® a = I ~9 5. Thus the sum over I~> includes contribution
from the secondaries over 10> and Is> only. The leading contribution as y-o oo in
each term comes from the primary states 10> and le> themselves, and may be written
as, using (5.59),
<alR(a(y)a(1))la>
<aJa(y)10><01a(1)la> + <ala(y)le> <ela(1)la>
= C . , . ( - y)° C,.. + C.~.(- y)- 1/2C~..

= (C,,.)2 + (C~..)2(_ y)- ~/2

(5.71)

where we have used the cyclic symmetry of the Cijk's.
On the other hand we get from (5.65) that as y ~ oo,
x~l+-.

1

(5.72)

Y

Then, from (5.64),

1
sin0- 1 +~y.

(5.73)

But,
sin0 = cos ( 2 -

0) = 1 -~(2-

0)2 + '''

(5.74)

and hence we get,

n 0=~__1,
~-y

0

n ;
=7-

1
y

(5.75)
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Then,
0

n

1

1

1

1

1

(5.76)

and,

. 0

s i n ( ~n - ~ 1

y,]

/ . ~ \ - - ~ - - y1 l - + d ~1( ~ ) ) .

(5.77)

Also from (5.65) we get,
x(l - x) =

(1 - Yy)2"

(5.78)

Thus from (5.69) and (5.63) we get, in the y---, ~ limit,
(alR(tr(y)a(1))la)

=(l_y)_,/8(

y

\-,/8 ] f /

1/8 1

--(lYy)

-

1 /--T~

1

~{(e+fl)+~--;(e--fl)}.

(5.79)

Comparing (5.71) and (5.79) in the y ~ - ~ limit we get,

(5.80)
Now consider the range lYl < 1, i.e. y > - 1. Since the expression for the correlator
for y > - 1 and y < - 1 must smoothly match at y = - 1, the expression for
( a l R ( a ( y ) a ( l ) l a ) in this region is still given by (5.69). On the other hand, in this case,
(al R(a(y)a(1))la) = (ala(1)a(y)la)
= ~ < a l ~ ( 1 ) l ~ > <~la(.v)l~>.

(5.81)

Again the sum over ® runs over the secondaries over 10) and It) only, and in the
y---, 0 limit the leading contribution comes from the highest weight states 10) and It)
themselves. Thus, in the y---, 0 limit,
<alR(a(.V)a(1))la>
"~ <al~(1)10)(0la(y)la> + <ala(1)le> <ela(y)la>
= C , , , ~ C t , , ( - y ) - ~/s + Co,,~C~,,,(- y ) - t/s + t/2

= (_ y)-,/8((c,..)~ + (c,.o)~(_ y),/2).

(5.82)

On the other hand, the behavior of (aIR(a(y)a(1))Ia) may also be found directly
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from (5.69). In the y---, 0- limit,
x = - - Y -~ - y + ~(y2).
y--1

(5.83)

Thus,
sinO = ~
which gives,
• 0

sln~

= ~ - - y ( 1 + (P(y))

(5.84)

1

~- ~,/:7(1__ + e~(y))

0

cos ~ ,-~ 1 + t~(y).

(5.85)

Equations (5.69) and (5.63) then gives,

(alR(a(y)a(l))la)~-(-y)-'/s(ot+~xfl~).

(5.86)

Comparing (5.82) and (5.86) we get,
1
(C~.¢) 2 = ~/~.

( G . . ) 2 = ~,

(5.87)

Using (5.80) and (5.87) we get,
(Ct,,) 2 = ~ (1 ( C l u , )

(C~,,,~)2 = 2 ~ (

2

+ 2 ( C ~ ) 2)

- 2(C~u,) 2 + (Cn,,,)2).

(5.88)

Both of these equations are satisfied if,
2

I

c . . , = ~(,/~__ - I ) ( c , ~ W .

(5.89)

For cr and e fields normalized such that,
(~rla) = (ele) = 1

(5.90)

C l i o = Cn,~ = 1.

(5.91)

we have,
Thus (5.89) gives,
2

(5.92)

Let us now consider the correlator (e(xt)*(x2)a(x3)a(x4)) in the region
xt > x2 > x 3 > x 4 . Following Arnold and Mattis (1988) one can show that this
correlator satisfies a first order differential equation. This differential equation (and
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hence the solution) is the same as in the case of C F T on the plane, except that the
complex arguments are now replaced by real arguments. This gives,

<~.(X1)F.(X2)~7(X3)CT(X4)>
.~..~(Xl -- X2 ) - l ( x 3 -- X4 ) - 1/8(X 1 -- X3 ) - 1/2(X 1 -- X4 ) - 1/2(X 2 -- X3 ) - 1/2
X (X2 -- X , ) - 1 / 2 {(Xl -- X3)(X2 -- X , ) + (X2 -- X3)(Xl -- X4)}

(5.93)

where ~ is an arbitrary constant. As before, we set x 1 = x ~ , x 2 -~- 1 and x 3 = 0, and
define x4 = y such that - ~ < y < 0. Equation (5.93) m a y then be written as,
<el R(e(1)a(y))la> = 7 ( - y)- l/s(1 - y ) - 1/2(2 - y).

(5.94)

In the y - ~ 0 limit we get,
@lR(~(1)a(.v))la> = ~ <~1~(1)10> <Ola(Y)la>
O

<ele(1)lO) <Ola(y)la)
= C~a C i ~ ( - y ) - 1/s = ( _ y)- i/s

(5.95)

using (5.91). This gives,
1

(5.96)

~,' ~ ~ .

On the other hand, in the y ~ ~ limit,
(eIR(t(1)a(y))la)
= ~ <ela(y)lO> <OIs(1)[a>
0

-~ <ela(Y) la) <ale(l)la>
= C , , , ( - y)- 1/8 + 1/5 C,~, = (C~,)2 ( - y)- 1/, + 1/2

(5.97)

Comparing with (5.94) we get,
(c,,,y

1

= ~ = ~.

(5.98)

This equation is clearly in contradiction with (5.92). Thus we see that the theory we
have studied so far is inconsistent. We can try to modify the theory by removing one
or more of the primary fields that we have included in the theory. In this case the
only consistent choice would be to remove the a field, since I and e constitute a set
of operators closed under the fusion rules. In order to ensure that this gives a consis.tent
theory, we analyze the four point function of the four e fields. This correlator can be
calculated by noting that it satisfies a first order differential equation by the argument
of Arnold and Mattis. This differential equation is the same as in the case of C F T
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on the plane, and hence the solution must also be the same. This gives,

<e(x~)~(x2).(x~)e(x,)>
= 6 {(x, - x~)-'(x~

-- x , ) - '

- (x~ - x ~ ) - ' ( x 2

- x,)-'

+ (xl - x4)- l(xz - x3)- 1}

(5.99)

for x~ > x2 > x3 > x4. Here 6 is a constant. Setting x~ = co, xz = 1, x3 = 0 and x4 = y
as before, we get,
<el R(e(1)e(y))le> = 6 ( - y)- ~(1 - y)-X {1 - y(1 - y)}.

(5.100)

We consider the regions - 1 < y < 0 and - oo < y < - 1 separately. In the first region,
in the y ~ 0 limit,

<elR(e(1)e(y))le> = <ele(1)e(y)le>
= ~ <ele(1)l~> <tl)le(y)le>
O

~- <el~(1)10> <01~(y)le>
= (c~.)2(_

y)-,

= (_ y)-i

(5.1Ol)

C o m p a r i n g with (5.100) we get,
(5.102)

6=1
In the region - oo < y < - 1, taking y--* - oo limit gives,
(el R(e(l)e(y))Je) = (eJe(y)e(l)Je)
= ~ (eJe(y)l~) <~le(1)le)
O

"" <ele(y)10> <01e(1)le>
= (Cm)2(_

y)O = 1.

(5.103)

C o m p a r i n g this with (5.100) we again get 6 = 1, which is consistent with (5.102). Thus
the four point function of the four e's given in (5.99) is consistent with the requirements
of a conformally invariant field theory on the upper half plane.
A closer examination of the correlator reveals that the theory defined this way is
simply the theory of a single M a j o r a n a fermion on the upper half plane with the
boundary condition:

eL(X) = ~R(x) on the real axis

(5.104)

where @L and ~R denote the left and the right handed components of the M a j o r a n a
fermion. The operator e(x) may then be identified with d/L(X) (or ¢'R(x)). This also
clearly shows that this operator is not the restriction of the energy operator
eo~osed= ~'L ~'a associated with the C F T on the plane. In some sense, the energy operator
on the real axis associated with the open string states is the square root of the energy
operator in the plane associated with the closed string states.
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Finally, note that the result that the lsing model on the upper half plane contains
only the primary states 10> and [e> in the spectrum was derived by Cardy from the
analysis of partition function of the model in a way analogous to the A-D-E
classification of conformal field theories on the plane (Cardy 1986). Examples of other
non-trivial conformal field theories on the upper half plane have been discussed in
(Cardy 1986; Harvey and Minahan 1987; Bern and Dunbar 1988; Sagnotti 1987;
Ishibashi and Onogi 1989).

6. Discussion

I have discussed the formulation of conformal field theories on Riemann surfaces,
and have shown how to derive differential equation for the correlators and characters
of rational conformal field theories on higher genus surfaces. I shall conclude by
discussing some related topics.
We have seen that in the derivation of the differential equation for various
holomorphic blocks in rational conformal field theories, the Wronskian W plays a
crucial role; in particular, the zeroes of the Wronskian determine the location of
'spurious' poles in the coefficients of the differential equation where the solutions do
not have any singularity. These spurious poles are characterized by the fact that the
solutions of the indicial equation are all positive integers. Given a differential equation
satisfying this condition, it is still not guaranteed that the solutions will be free from
singularities, typically the solutions will posses logarithmic singularities. Demanding
that this does not happen imposes strong restriction on the differential equation which
may be used in determining the differential equation. This has recently been used by
K iritsis (1990) to analyze correlators where the coefficients of the differential equation
possess spurious zeroes.
The method for deriving differential equation for the correlators that I have
discussed can be used for arbitrary rational conformal field theories. However for
specific rational conformal field theories one may also derive similar differential
equations by demanding that any correlator involving null states vanish. This method
has been used in a wide class of conformal field theories, both on the plane (Belavin
et al 1984; Knizhnik and Zamolodchikov 1984), as well as on higher genus surfaces
(Eguchi and Ooguri 1988a, b; Mathur et al 1988; Panda and Rao 1989; Zamolodchikov
1989). The problem with this method, however, is that if the correlator (or the partition
function) is a function of more than one parameter, then the differential equation that
we get is, in general, a partial differential equation which involves derivatives with
respect to all the variables. By combining several differential equations of this kind
one can ultimately derive an ordinary differential equation, but there is no systematic
way of doing this. Also there is no guarantee a priori that the order of the differential
equation obtained this way is equal to the number of holomorphic blocks, although
in all known cases this seems to be so. A different approach based on the Riemann
monodromy problem for deriving differential equations for the correlators of rational
conformal field theories has been developed by Blok and Yankielowicz (1989).
There are also other methods for calculating correlators of conformal field theories
on higher genus surfaces. Most commonly used method for minimal models is the
Feigin-Fuks integral representation of the correlators (Dotsenko and Fateev 1984,
1985). This method, which was originally proposed for correlation functions on the
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sphere has been extended to calculation of correlation functions and partition
functions on the torus (Jayaraman and Narain 1988; Felder 1989; Bagger et al 1988;
Mukhi et al 1989), as well as higher genus Riemann surfaces Crnkovic et al 1988;
Foda 1990). For specific models, e.g. ising models, other methods have also been used
(Behra et al 1990).
Study of rational conformal field theories on Riemann surfaces has also proved to
be extremely useful in deriving various constraints on the spectrum and the fusion
rules of the possible rational conformal field theories and their classification. Examples
of such constraints were found in (4.39) and (4.43) in the previous section. Such
equations have been extensively studied in (Vafa 1988; Mathur et al 1988; Christie
and Ravanini 1989). But the study of the partition function (or characters) of rational
conformal field theories on the torus also enables us to derive completely different
kinds of constraints. From the definition of characters we see that they must have
power series expansion in exp(2ni0, the coefficient of each term in this power series
expansion being a positive integer since it measures the number of secondary states
at the corresponding level. Starting from an arbitrary modular covariant differential
equation of the type given in (4.32) and imposing these constraints, we get strong
restriction on the coefficients of differential equations. These restrictions have been
successfully used in the classification of rational conformal field theories (Mathur et al
1988; Kiritsis 1989; Naculich 1989).
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